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«The illumination descended
from God, and descended actions and energies are to be the
rays of Divine being penetrating through any living thing…»
Vasily the Great

Introduction
The explanation of the structure of the World around
us, its origin, influence of transformations inside of it on
the World itself and the Man as the element of the Universe, concern minds of Humanity.
There were told and written a lot about it from Platon
till Einstein and modern philosophers. But up to now
there is no universal idea about the origin of our World
as well as its existence, including the Solar system
which human beings belong to. There are a lot of
“piecewise” theories, some are talking about the gravitational attraction as the basis of all world and do not
mention even a word about the humanity and its role at
Universal establishment; others consider a man to be the
crown of the entire universe; the thirds combine uncombinable. But the “carpet” of the “piecewise” theory can
not be sewed together, and there still no theories that
may involve the world around as multipurpose as possible because there exists the difference between atomic
world, our world, molecular-structural world of the hu3

man, space around our Solar system, far space, and so
on. In other words there is no uniting idea that may sew
“pieces” of theoretical researches which would allow
not only to explain a lot but to break through conventionalities cycle and absolutization of microcosm and
the influence of it’s inner processes on all laws of the
world excluding an important aspect- The existence of
the living, thinking substance.
The mythophysical base at the astrophysics, though
there are a lot of researches of particles such as spectroscopy, radio astronomy, and etc., often leads to future
incidents especially during their interpretation though
apparently this is the right way to be. Let’s remember
Ancient Greek philosophers, their intuitive point of
view on atomic structure of the Universe that has been
forgotten later and then was considered to be world
ground on new cycle of development of the science followed by the search of microparticles that constitute the
atom, and etc.
The only thing that physics as the science have never
done before was that it never tried to consider a human
and human society as the part of this science as well as
the interdependence of Microcosm-Human-Macrocosm.
It’s necessary to notice that, as chronophysics declares, space transformations denominated in physical
processes in time, for example the electromagnetic pulse
(EMP) of different frequencies, exerts huge influence on
all human systems including his consciousness and may
be even his genetic structure. Genes serve as constitutional
base and may influence instrumental abilities of human’s
4

consciousness and as the result his social status, physical
and intellectual processes of the whole body. Physicochemical changes fed from without and took place at bodies of many people may cause social changes and, in other
words, first of all directed on the human’s survival though
this goal may not be realized by the concrete person.
Systems of the human’s survival, characteristics of
his brain’s EMP and the body at taken as a whole and
space processes around him may explain a lot, though it
“disparages” role of the human in the Universe as the
intellectual system that may “a lot”. In case when such
system do exist it’s possible to offer a system of feedbacks between the Spaces, it’s “order”, EMP, and the
human body.
The definite question occurring immediately is what
was the beginning of all these and where the possibility
to regulate came from. Generally speaking it will be the
improper, unachievable, and abstract goal to assume the
origination even theoretically of anything including
Human, Earth, Space, and processes mentioned above
and to tell something reasonable about it.
Everybody understands that under the logic of the
present processes there must be a past but the beginning
of time can’t be explained and obviously to prevent any
further curious incidents it shouldn’t be explained. It is
necessary to view present processes with the historically
possible today-yesterday, though past always makes
sense as myths that shall become obsolete few years later. History is just the judgment of the past from the
point of view of today’s Knowledge. If the Knowledge
5

changed today, the Past will be changes as well and etc.
Archeological discoveries often confirm ideologically
necessary things both in science and politics.
As for today, new researches in physics, astronomy,
and chemistry were developed and they mostly create
new questions and nothing else. And there is no uniting
theory as already aforesaid.
This writing offers the electromagnetic pulse (EMP)
or rather “circulation” of the EMP in the Universe as denominates modern terminology to be the basis of the absolute system of the world.
That’s why this writing’s title is “Basics of the electromagnetic physics”. Although it’s possible to add the
word “energy” to the EMP and the result will be the circulation of the electromagnetic energy that is transmitted
through the space by means of the EMP. This writing
doesn’t include such subdivisions as quantum physics, laser physics, and etc. because they are well studied and
known; there also was made an effort to explain the necessity and exactly the necessity of germ of life as the compulsory element of the structure of this world. Of course
the question about the Human being occurs as well as
about his relation to this energy of the EMP.
Answering this and many other questions the author
offers the writing with 9 Chapters and one Attachment
with practical conclusions suggest, though the offers are
a little bit fantastic. The introduction and conclusion are
attached to the book, though the list may be complemented
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Large bulk of data was borrowed by author from his
own book: “Theory of electromagnetic radiation Circulation at the Universe” printed in 2008.
The author added many fundamental conceptions
that expand the understanding of the present text, for
example chapter 2 “About gamma-electromagnetic model
of elementary particles and atom” was added.
In the descriptions of the present writing’s materials
there may be breaks between sections of ideas and assumptions because the volume of materials is too big
and it’s development to the level of classical basics of
theories or the really applied researches are still ahead at
the next versions of this book and only in case it is appreciated by experts of different areas of science and by
ordinary interested readers.
Author apologizes for such imprecision as, for example, the studied frequencies reference designation of the
range of electromagnetic radiations as ultralowfrequency EMP (ULF EMP) which frequencies under the
international classification should be called the infrahyperlow EMP or for some incompleteness of the text of the
writing because the range of science and pseudoscientific
worldview problems; during consideration of some problem the discussion may be endless in time and in specialization of the idea that’s why the purpose of this writing
that is the effort to offer the theory of the common structure of the Universe with ensuing consequences like hypothesized and worldview practical results may not be fulfilled.
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Chapter 1. About our World and the World of the
Worlds
Many investigators’ searches of the origin of the Universe at the modern physics generally led to the theory
of the initial explosion which is the base of everything
else. There even exists time marking of the explosion
and it was ~ 15 billion years ago when construction of
stellar system, planets and all space came into life. The
explosion itself and the creation from “nowhere” were
borrowed from the Bible and interpreted and offered
quite straightforward. To top it off, the “recession” of
the Universe was considered as the fundamental argument because under the logic during the explosion everything is “blown apart” from the center of the explosion, though the stellar system spectrum red line discovered by Hubble may be interpret in different ways.
We shall come right to the main point of the offered
materials without deep consideration of different theories including relativity theory that was a splendid illusion in due time. (Since the penetrating analysis of multiple theoretical developments originated by the humankind may take away our time and lead away from ideas
stated in this writing for the first time).
First of all, we shall distinguish electromagnetic radiation EMP as the physical object spreading in any medium, in case, we abstract away from assessment of natural
and artificial sources characteristics distinguished as the
generator of alternating flux of particles, electrons, protons and possibly neutrons.
8

During situation when radiated several seconds ago
EMP “remains unsettled” dynamically before the reaching
of the receiver and moves at the space in accordance with
directivity diagram as is known emerged by the radiator
after the turn on of the EMP radiation generator, and, in
this case, it has all main characteristics such as frequency,
power, peak value of electrical and magnetic components
as well as definite phase characteristics, and the logical
conclusions may state that the object the EMP “remains
unsettled” at space is a physical phenomenon like material
objects, planets, stars, elements of the space, and etc.
Now we shall estimate possible scales of EMP
characteristics. Basically, its power may be an infinite
value that depends on the source’ parameters and environment situation; frequencies also depends on the source’
parameters and, in this case, on physical processes occurring inside stars and metagalaxy.
Such “bunch” of EMP may carry out extensive
scale transformation while meeting on its way other objects whereof will be noted later. The broad band EMP
even from nonexistent stars pierce through all the space
and constitute basic material medium wherein other EMP
spread, and, in other words, the eternal overlapping of
EMP on each other took place because EMP pierce
through all bodies and space.
Mixing of the EMP from different sources and it’s engagement with vicinity is the eternal process of creation
on the Earth, inside the Earth, on the Sun and Solar system
planets.
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Thus, first of all, the origin of the Universe shall be
recognized as the electromagnetic pulse (EMP) that is the
carrier of energy and the basis of the Universe represented
by interstellar matter mass, and it is the reason of all transformations. During collision of EMP’ different wandering
flows of various power and elementary particles, rippling
down the chain the plasma that is the source of elementary
particles in conjunction with filling the Universe gases occurs. Subsequently, atoms and molecules originate from
plasma, and after that, the ranges of matter of current form
are created such as stars, stellar systems, and planets
which exist at relatively steady-state conditions for a very
long period of time until the next changes take place. The
birth of Life –Human occurs on planets like Earth. But
this process of birth of life is not a random process. It is
a pattern of existence of the “electromagnetic world”
that will be mentioned below. Obviously, the development, structure and time, at its diverse developments,
encoded at the structure of the EMP.
All flesh, including the man, has “electronic skeleton” connected with surrounding electromagnetic world
influencing chemical processes of inner mechanism regulation of all this flesh.
Theological conception of human as a creature produced after the image and likeness of God implies the
electromagnetic nature of both. And the “likeness” is
determined by this fact.
Any movement of the developed from the EMP matter, as well as interstellar matter (see as above), is transformation of the matter back to the EMP under the cer10

tain law. The solid matter may immediately transform to
the definite power EMP either completely or partially
replenishing interstellar matter structures with energy.
The location of Earth at the Solar system and Space
in general should definitely be mentioned. There we
shall turn attention to the regularities of planet movement around the Solar that is the unified direction of
motion (except Venus), all planets and Solar mass ratio,
and etc., and first of all, it allows to confirm non accidental origination of the Solar system structure. If we
proceed this idea and examine processes at prior atmosphere of Earth, then at atmosphere, fix on convectional
and cavitational, radiating EMP, magma movement inside the Earth, and finally, examine living systems and
human with the penetration to its inner structures and
systems on the surface of the Earth, in this case, it is
possible to declare the special status of the Solar system
in common and the Earth particularly (for our consciousness, of course).
Stated under the short chain, in such a manner elements of EMP circulation at the Universe exist in the
world. It matches the first law of thermodynamics: energy can be changed from one form to another, but it cannot
be created and it cannot be destroyed, it just changes from
one form to another. In our case, it is called by the author
an ultralow-frequency electromagnetic pulse (hereinafter
referred to as the ULF EMP) that may be approximately
called the infrahyperlow electromagnetic pulse under the
international standards.
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It is necessary to mention the fact that the EMP transformed our World obviously came from the outside world
for which our Universe is an object, equivalent for us to
the Sun or planet, radiating its electromagnetic pulse and
magnetic field, in case we reduce globality of the Universe
to the size of the Solar system. This is to say, the interchange of our Universe EMP with other Worlds take
place. Whereas the EMP came to us from outside, and it
finds specific means of penetration in different parts of the
Universe, as the result, the collision of these magnetic
fields (its energy) activates transformations mentioned
above and materialization of the energy at space. This influence of these reactions on atomic level of matter depends on the quantity of EM energy and opportunity of
this matter mass transformation that depends on the quantity and frequency of the radiation.
Of course, under the second law of thermodynamics,
part of the energy including the ULF EMP disappears in
the form of heat because of the entropy, and the value of
the entropy grows during irreversible processes such as
thermal conduction and diffusion and stays permanent
during reversible processes.
As long as different worlds are connected, as it aforesaid, so let’s examine it (refer to fig. 1)
Model form of the theory of electromagnetic interaction and structure of the World of the Worlds offered
above. Relationships of worlds are similar to the structure of our World in form of interaction of stars, planet,
and etc.
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Fig. 1. Electromagnetic World of the Worlds scheme
And in its turn all these are part of our World and other
Worlds construction and represents unlimited in outward appearance chain of electromagnetic transformations of the matter. The border of our World has
conventional cover that may reflect EMP, but there exist “holes” that let through the EMP of other Worlds
and other Worlds get our EMP through them. It is pos13

sible that the intermutual regulation of inner processes
of “our” world with “unknown” world let both of us
exist everlasting in accordance with unknown scenario.
Point of reference of our and other Worlds as such
can’t be understood on the basis of present minimum
knowledge of these processes.
Our Universe is filled by H+, H2, and He at space between stars and planets, and its radiated in a great amount
by stars and planets, and after the influence of the EMP of
big power, the new formations originate with installed by
the EMP and(H+, H2 + He) energy. Then during movement originated and existing planets and stars radiate the
EMP as ultralow frequency EMP (ULF EMP). The ultralow frequency EMP or “infrahyperlow EMP” radiated
by stars and planets in its turn appear to be the base of stabilization of its location at the certain Galaxy or system.
The resonances of the ULF EMP in such systems create
inertial systems like our Solar system and attach planets to
the definite inertial principles of existence more or less
described by Newton, and it stabilizes movement of planets, their satellites, and Sun.
The compare of EMP frequencies and its characteristics may create opportunity to differentiate their dependence at the space as well as their energetic parameters and
parameters of the matter as the scheme demonstrates (refer
to fig. 2)
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At the same time almost all frequency range may be present at the system of planets and stars radiations in consideration of frequencies combinations which numbers include
modulations and superpositions.
It should be mentioned that power resources of the particle and planet system differs considerably. The estimated
dependence of EMP energy of the structure of the Universe
and the frequency is displayed hereinafter on the fig. 3.
E EMP of the object

…
0

10

−5

105 GHz

GHz

f

Fig. 3. The scheme of correlation of EMP energy of the
Universe’ structures and the frequency

Most part of the EMP energy influences the ULF EMP of
planets, stars, galaxies, and etc.
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We shall state for clarification which is one of the basic
regulations of the present writing that gravitation is the star
or planet’s EMP occurring during the revolve round its axis
and the Star or the center of the Galaxy. Inner energy E =
mc2 may be ignored for inertial systems, though mutual influence of all energies is undoubted and that will be mentioned hereinafter.
Power of gravitation (EMP) is detected by the value of
the ULF EMP because every body and particle during
movement has its own frequency of radiation which has
magnetic component that includes without limitation ULF
EMP of convectional and cavitational processes within the
planet and its power detects by the inner energy, and they
also have their own frequency of radiation of electromagnetic field.
The ULF EMP antenna field of convectional and cavitational processes within the Earth or other planets and Sun
can theoretically be isolated or almost isolated one from another convectional flow which size may differ from several
tens to hundreds and thousands of kilometers. For planet’
ULF EMP radiations including Earth’, the antenna field during revolving round its axis is the surface of the planet and
atmospheres as antenna dipoles and during Earth revolution
about the Sun it is the orbit filled with H+, H2, and He that
constitutes shading coil.
Electromagnetic fields including the ULF EMP as well as
the Solar system in general as electric objects have condenser interrelations with electrostatic characteristics and corresponding electric and magnetic components which may be
described by the following formulas:
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E  A0  e i ( i  k z ) ,

H  B0  e i ( i  k z ) ,
where A0 and B0 –E and H vector magnitudes.
EM wave propagation velocity is equal to (this is from
classics but It’s acceptable at our case):

c
v 
,
k




2 2

,
v Tv

 H   E.
At the same time
This equation results:
– E and H vectors are mutual perpendicular;
– two-dimensional EMP are diametrical waves just like
spherical wave;
– E and H vectors do not depend on time and possess the
same phases and change synchronously;
– direction of the power flow (the direction of the Poiting
c
EH.
vector) concur with propagation direction S 
4
Generally speaking, the ULF EMP as electromagnetic
waves governed by their laws.
k



For example there are well-known equations of Maxwell
that describe most of the processes occurring in the
macroworld of the ULF EMP:
D
rot H  j 
(first);
t
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rot E  j 
div D  
div B  0

B
t

(second);
(third);
(forth).

In this case B = μH, D = ε 0E.
As is known, two first equations possess symmetry:
– temporal variation of electrical induction causes rotational magnetic field which field vector is changing at the
space;
– changing of magnetic induction causes eddy electric
field which is changing at the space;
It follows from the facts below that EMP may exist at
mediums far from conduction current bodies. Electrical
and magnetic fields may exist mutually causing each other. After the meeting of the EMP with dense structures
such as planets, comets, gas formation (plasma), and etc.,
the release of Joule heat (energy) occurs that in our case
influences magnetic features of these objects and can
change its characteristics.
Of course, the incomplete equations of Maxwell give rise
for the further study because the spread of the EMP in heterogeneous space environment as conditionally fixed take into
consideration only in generalized form in these equations.
Besides the propagation medium of the EMP is still not
studied, and it may be components E, H, and EMP from
many other sources in the Universe.
The correlation of E and H and their relative amplitude A
with the frequency value may be qualitative reflected on the
graph (refer to fig. 4)
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Fig. 4. The scheme of correlation of electrical and magnetic component of energy and frequency value
It should be taken into consideration that mostly hereinafter the ultralow-frequencies are examined, and we come to
conclusion that the ULF EMP basically possess magnetic
components and that was mentioned in many researches of
planets, Sun and star radiation, and structure of the fields
around them.
There may exist lenses in space that consist of dust, asteroid and gas clouds (H+, H2, He) for those frequencies that
may focus ULF EMP in space, and in case when such concentrated ULF EMP falls on the surface of the planet or star,
it may cause volcanic activity, earthquake, bursts on this
planets and stars, and also tilt their orbits and lead to explosions and other interstellar cataclysms.
Electromagnetic base of our World remains stable even
after all transformations: from plasma to protoplanet or protostar that is solid matter of planets or stars. Subsequently its
20

inverse transformation to the EMP took place as the result of
transformation of rotational, planetary and star motion energy into electromagnetic energy, and theoretically, it’s possible even after the disassimilation because the result of this
process is the inner energy liberation and that will be examined further by the example of gamma bursters.
Gamma bursters appear to be temporary (the duration of
bursts τВ ≈ 10 s) source of hard X rays and gamma radiation
(up to hundreds keV) of abnormal intensity. Gamma bursters
appear uncorrelated with the average frequency of one time
per earthday, and its allocation over the dome of the sky is
characterized by spatial isotropy. Typically (~ 90%) gamma
bursters are not connected with any astrophysical object that
make it impossible to determine the distance up to them. It
became possible to determine coordinates of several bursts
billion light years apart from the Solar system. At the near
coordinate galaxies were registered the same burst after
gamma burst that is deemed to be the result of different
transient phenomenas display oneselves at generation of
continuous and changing during hours and many days EMP
in a broad frequency interval that may vary from X-ray to
radio region. Nobody registered lowfrequencies that is the
ULF EMP. Meanwhile the energy release only in gamma
rays exceeded ~ 1053 erg value that exceeds more than by a
factor of 100 the total motional energy of frequencies
beamed during the explosion of supernova – 1051 erg. By
that actually gamma busters may be considered to be proves
of mentioned above ULF EMP collisions that “feed” by
EMP energy and matter all visible Universe.
It should be taken into consideration that last valuation
studies of double stars radiations that make about half of it at
21

the Universe demonstrate that their EMP make principal impact to the total cosmological radiation background, and the
frequency range of these radiations vary from 10−1 to 10−8
GHz. Although there always were made efforts to present
this radiations as gravitational waves, no one ever measured
them. There only exists theoretical simulation of such processes.
As calculations demonstrated, the distance to galaxies of
the mentioned processes may be appraised under the Hubble
formula. This formula connects magnitude of velocity of
galaxy movement v (at km/sec) defined by “red shift” and its
distance r (at parsecs, 1 pk ≈ 3,26 light year) from the observer.
vH r ,
wherein H ≈ 70 km/(s ∙ ITUC) ≈ 2,2 ∙ 10−18 s−1 – Hubble
cosmological constant. On the basis of the received results
there was made a conclusion that expansion of the farthest
of the observed regions of the Universe proceeds with much
smaller speed (or there’s no expansion at all), so the Hubble
law does not have “fixed” form for the farthest galaxies.
For example, the fall of the body on the surface of the
Moon caused the flaw of electromagnetic radiations at highfrequency band (and again high-frequency band wasn’t
measured).
The experiment was held in a certain way: in order to
discover water on the Moon in 1999 there was aimed a
stroke on crater at the South Pole by means of the falling of
the satellite «Lunar Prospector» (USA) that was followed by
comparable with big moonquake seismic effect. With regard
to aforesaid, because of the Moon lithosphere specifics, that
sort of seismic signal usually lasted about several hours and
22

had associated effects and specifically the radio-wave radiation of near-surface and crust (lithosphere) structures.
This radiation may be presented by means of charges
mostly originated from peaks of already existing clefts
“spreading” under the influence of increasing load. If this
occurs, the radiation power of electromagnetic emission P of
a
single
cleft
is
distinguished
as
2
3
13
9
P  q(a / c )  10  10 W, where a – size of the cleft, q
– charge, c – sound speed. The cleft densities are only
known for the terrestrial conditions so this measure may be
relatively higher at the Moon. In accordance with the laboratory testing of models during process of destruction at a deformation speed 10−3 s−1 (before the destruction), the number
of acoustic emission impulses will be around 103 imp./
(s·m3).
In respect of the fact that volume of the radiation region
connected with seismic-acoustic processes on the Moon, and
its no more than 1013 m3, the total power of electromagnetic
radiation may reach 106 W, i. e. it may reach considerable
values.
In accordance with well-known data, the power range of
radio seismic radiation sources constitute 102 – 106 W subject to the value of the deformed environment, density, and
other factors of the moon surface. The electromagnetic radiation source characters may vary a lot: in form of pulse or
oscillatory processes, its combination, uniform luminescence
of the relief elements, and etc. The highest level of EMP is
usually registered at the range of 100 kHz – 100 MHz with
modulation varies from 0.1 s to 18-20 min. ULF EMP also
weren’t measured but its frequencies obviously were equal
23

to seismic wave frequencies equal to modulation frequencies
from 10−1 to 10−3 Hz.
According to the Texas university specialists' research
the energy of the moon surface impact of the device constituted E ~ 108 J. Under the experimental data the seismic
power of the impact Eс.у. will constitute 1 – 5% from kinetic
power, i.e. Eс.у. = 106 J. Because of insignificant efficiency
of electromagnetic transformation of the wave energy into
the EMP electromagnetic radiation, its power at the impact
zone probably will not exceed 10 – 103 J.
As evaluations shows, the energies of deep structures of
the moon lithosphere ULF EMP of nidal regions may exceed
106 W, but after their diffusion from the deeps to the surface,
the largest influence on the radiation specter exerts attenuation, basically for high frequencies.
Under the special circumstances (Tunguska meteorite),
the total body mass or nearly total may transform into the
EMP of broad band
Thus any movement of space objects (planets, Sun) causes ULF EMP which at the same time stabilize each other at
the Solar system during movement around Sun and its axes
orbit.
“Sphere harmony” – under the philosophy, it is presented
as Ancient Greek writings. Let’s note again that obviously
the EMP occurred from without of our World space and
ULF EMP at the beginning and then its conversion led to the
appearance of EMP high-frequency band which mostly reflect atomic processes proceeding in the Universe.
Planet and constellation electromagnetic radiation (ULF
EMP) is similar to the light radiated by atomic structures as
of high-density metals as of particles composing plasma. It
penetrates through apertures at our space to another one
24

which surrounds our space. They may be presented as corresponding globular discharges on the Earth which are electromagnetic plasma bunch originated by the ULF EMP of
lightnings.
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Chapter 2. About gamma-electromagnetic model of
elementary particles and atom
The planetary model of the atom suggested by Rutherford at
the beginning of the XX century and accepted by most physicists
can neither explain the nature of elementary particles nor the
long-term existence of the atom, therefore this work suggest a
more reasonable and offering more explanations model of the
gamma electromagnetic atom. "The Big Bang" theory allows us
to consider the concept of elementary particles generation and
their arrangement in the atom in a new way and gives us a chance
to try to prove the formation of atom, matter, space bodies and
the Universe.
We think it would be reasonable, first of all, to start our
consideration of the world from the "fixed" time "now" and to
move towards consideration of the time of formation of the basic
energy converting particle, which is a component of gamma radiation, that is to move in provisionally negative unscaled time to
the point when elementary particles were formed.
First of all, it is necessary to consider scientifically "proven"
objects of the material world, beginning from electron, proton,
atom and to material objects of the surrounding world. Taking
into account the theory of expanding elements of the Universe
26

because of its rotation, let us try to return them back to one
"point" in which, just as in electromagnetic radiation generator of
(EMRG), all main signs of further history development opportunities should be concentrated. This provisional "point" – EMR
generator having the size of hundreds or millions kilometers,
which is insignificant on cosmic scale, must be characterized by
concentrated huge, but limited energy, with provisionally infinite
EMR frequency and with almost infinite magnetic field, being the
power source, structurally connected with the pressure energy of
initial "explosion" of an unscaled supernova star, using the modern language of astronomy.
As it is generally known, the range of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) now known to physicists, differs from the shortest to
the longest by more than 260 times, i.e. more than 60 octaves, and
EMR (light) visible to humans makes about 1 octave.
EMR energy from ultralow-frequency (ULF) to long radio
waves varies from 10-15 eV to 10-9 eV, ultrashort radio waves
(subfrequency range) from 10-6 eV to 10-3 eV, infra-red range
EMR (IR range) from 10 -2 eV to 1.5 eV, visible range EMR from
1.5 to 3.0 eV, ultra-violet range EMR from 3.0 to 100 eV, x-ray
range EMR from 100 to 106 eV, energy of gamma ray EMR is
from 106 eV to 1020 eV.
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To prove the foregoing, let’s assume that at the same time
gamma radiation may have the frequency from 2*1019 to 2*1028
Hz which is radiated mostly by supernova star systems. The reason and the nature of those radiations are not yet defined.
In this theory it is assumed that in case of high-energy and
high frequency gamma radiation its flows (beams) are basic for
formation of elementary particles and the atom itself.
As it was already mentioned, gamma radiations have high
energy. In quiescent state in point 1 (fig. 5), t ≈ 0 it is possible
that there was a substance from the matter generating gamma radiation in this point.
In the point of "explosion" or in the point of gamma rays
penetration (point 1, fig. 5) possibly from another generation or
"explosion" point we assume a huge magnetic field, force lines of
which are directed like a fan from point 1 to the surrounding
space. The temperature in point 1 is presumably several million
degrees and more. The space extending after the "explosion" and
saturated with gamma rays, rotates at huge speed round point 1
(fig. 5).
The space around extending point 1 can have characteristics
with certain parameters of resistance to gamma particles motion,
magnetic field and temperature.
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Magnetic field in the centre of distribution of accelerated
transformations in the intensity center, provisionally called "explosion" as described by many classical theories in physics, may
occur during rupture of the external pressure shell of the centripetal forces in the point of which it all was contained.
Under the above described conditions the formation of elementary particles was defined according to fig. 5.

Spiral-like forming elementary particles

Magnetic lines of force

Rotation
direction
V- rotation speed of the space
where elementary
particles are formed

Fig. 5.
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1 – the point of maximum pressure, maximum temperature,
generator of almost infinite frequency energy fluctuations (gamma radiation range).
2 – space with unknown characteristics, "moved away" beyond the limits of the Universe as a result of accelerated transformation and expansion processes of our Universe.

Temperature, magnetic field value, gamma radiation frequency, residual rotation speed and addition of space round point
1 (fig. 5) can be calculated proceeding from today's physical
characteristics of the Universe.
1 – residual average space temperature;
2 - residual magnetic field of the Universe;
3 – frequency of gamma radiation in outer space, stars and
star clusters;
4 – residual rotation speed of the Universe and others;
5 – residual pressure in the Universe which needs to be defined and which is the reason of expansion, according to Hubble’s theory.
After their examination and conversion it is possible to define temperature, magnetic field, gamma electromagnetic components, rotation speed round point 1 (fig. 5) in space, proceeding
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from "zero" time fixing the succession of events in the Universe
and their combinations.
According to approximate calculations, rotation speed in the
space to be formed and filled can be more than 6 * 108 m/s, and
magnetic field can be more than 108 Tesla.
Two characteristics of ultrahigh frequency gamma radiation
forming the space and magnetic field generated in point 1 (fig. 5),
are fundamental in formation of core elementary particles and
particles of "spoilage in production" filling the Universe and presumably being the Vacuum.
Temperature, pressure, and rotation speed are secondary,
though it should be noted that they (being the characteristics of
the Universe) are interconnected. Approximate calculations of
those characteristics of the Universe are given below.
It should be noted that spiral forms of galaxies, are probably
the "product" of huge speed rotation of the bulk of formed particles which is " thrown out" into space after it reaches certain critical mass limit, which can be calculated. This "product" is the initial phase of galaxy formation and further expansion with formation of material atoms and molecules during such rotation and
collision of elementary particles and their consecutive transformation into the substance of stars and planets and components of
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interstellar space. Formation of elementary particles will be discussed below.

Temperature in point (fig. 5) can be approximately estimated proceeding from the temperature of interstellar space (ISS)
(Т=2.7К), taking into account the volume of our "modern" Universe and its radius (R=0.5*1026).
As a result we receive thermal capacity of the system
Р = V Universe * Tiss + Vstars * T stars average
Having defined thermal capacity of the Universe, we need
to reduce the volume (V) of the Universe to it initial volume Vo
in the Generator point.
Further using simple formulas of heat conversion we define
initial temperature in volume V, i.e. in point 1 (fig. 5) during the
"zero" period of the Universe formation.
In a similar way it is possible to define approximate size of
the magnetic field in volume Vo in the initial point 1, proceeding
from the fact that magnetic field in the outer space now it is equal
2÷3 mcGauss, taking into account magnetic fields of stars, planets and other space objects, including matter created in the course
of the Universe development, proceeding from point 1.
In the motion from point 1 (fig. 5) Vo toward expansion extrusion of external structures which might exist around the Uni32

verse at high pressure inside this object and huge magnetic field
of extra-high frequency electromagnetic radiation (EMR) could
distort its motion trajectory from the source point 1, moving
along a spiral around magnetic force lines and generating highfrequency gamma radiation around each of the magnetic force
lines according to fig. 6.
Magnetic force
line

Vector of EMR
propagation

Fig. 6.

During expansion from point 1 the propagation speed of
gamma radiation, losing its power, decreases, decreasing the spirals formation speed of future elementary particles in a small
amount of time, and points A and B have a greater probability of
their contact and closure into a spiral, in which EMR flow may
move "continuously” forming the mass of particles, for almost
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infinite time, along the spiral ring, i.e. V radiation

spiral motion

in point

B <V radiations, than V radiation spiral motion in point A (fig. 6, 7).
If such closure does not occur, then light flux losing its energy turns into gamma radiation located in the space of the Universe, Galaxy being formed or another space object which is repeatedly transformed and is now called relic radiation. The number of closed A and B radiation transitions forms particles which
are called electrons, protons, and "defective" particles with characteristics of other particles forming Vacuum.
Elementary particles are formed as a result of closure of
EMR flows in points A and B. The number of coils in each spiral
will determine the quality of an elementary particle, i.e. with a
small number of coils it will be an electron (e-)and with a greater
number – a proton (р +).
The spiral is constrained within the particle volume by
closed and acting through coils local magnetic field induced by
magnetic field of point 1 (fig. 6), which determines further existence of elementary particles. Then during expansion magnetic
field of each of the particles connects particles in substance (atoms) and structures it subject to the external conditions.
That is, the planetary model of the atom of the beginning of
the XX century should be replaced by gamma electromagnetic
model of the atom consisting of spiral-like elementary particles
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connected by their respective magnetic field, which probably
changes with a high frequency about (1020÷1028 Hz) and internal
motion of gamma radiation EMR in the spiral. The spirals themselves contain the energy component of the “initial” expansion Vo
of the Universe

and the mass of the matter of the Universe/

Fig. 7 shows this suggested structural diagram of an electron
(e-):
EMR motion

Element of the magnetic
field of point 1 (fig. 5)
that generated the electron and ensured
its stability over time

Fig. 7
The proton (р +) was formed in a similar way but with a
larger, approximately 18 000 times larger, number of spiral coils
in its structure. In this electromagnetic objects were presumably
generated with certain charges will be described below and depending on the value of their magnetic component and spiral ra35

diuses of closed system which depend on the formation time interval.
That is first electrons were formed (e-), so they have greater
electric charge, after that a proton (р +) is built or a component of
proton (quark), from which protons are built of, which compensate their charges, but one or several of proton-building elements
has a positive charge. Mass of proton (р +) exceeds the mass of
electron, but their charges inside the atomic nucleus are equalized.
Mass of elements depends on the amount of energy contained inside their internal flows of gamma radiations EMR.
Later in the course at formation of elements spiral structures
they are crossed inside the atom nucleus – protons and neutrons
consisting of р + and e

–

in compliance with electromagnetic in-

teraction, expressed in the element of magnetic fields, attaching
N-quantity of electrons as it is shown in fig. 8.
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Magnetic fields of
elementary particles
Direction of gamma
radiation motion
Attractive force

Fig. 8. Gamma electromagnetic model of the atom

Magnetic fields interact, forming an integral magnetic field
of atom as a result.
There is a question of dosing EMR radiations in spiral flows
and principles of their arrangement together with their physical
characteristics, Н (magnetic field), Е (flows energy), number of
coils in a spiral, f (frequency of EMR radiations inside the spirals) and finally the mass of the obtained element determined by
“cutoff” time during formation of articles connected with the
speed of magnetic field force line propagation in the course of
expansion of point 1 (fig. 5).
f is EMR frequency in spirals, approaching infinity – K (t)
is the factor of frequency decrease with time – this is a law of
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EMR distribution in large spaces (see fig. 9). The same can be
said about the speed of elementary particles motion in space.
As it was already said, mass of the substance can be evaluated by gamma electromagnetic characteristics of the scopes of
particles (e - р +, no).
Possible resonances are defined on the basis of characteristics of decrease or increase in frequency, energy and spirals
emergence, formation of e - р +, no and other particles. Antiparticles are absent, just as imaginary products in mathematics – they
can be assumed, but cannot be rationally used.
The speed of magnetic field propagation after growth Vo of
the Universe

and difference of EMR radiations determine most char-

acteristics of elementary particles.
Thus, elementary particles, interacting with their magnetic
fields, create substance at the moment of resonance of substance
atoms and frequencies, energy EMR round such substance. Then
substances are combines in a complex of substances on cosmic
scale where EMR resonances and power characteristics of those
complexes – planets, stars etc. form star systems and galaxies,
certainly with decrease in EMR frequency and growth of total
energy capability of those complexes. The foregoing is shown in
fig. 9.
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Fig. 9.
The characteristic of the change in objects frequency in the
Universe
t.1. – formation of gamma radiation
t.2. – formation of e - р +, no
t.3. – formation of substances
t.4. – formation of material complexes – planets, stars etc.
t.5. – formation of star and planet systems.
t.6. - formation of galaxies and metagalaxies
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t.7. - formation of the World of Worlds – megaglobal material systems.

Now let us stop, first of all, on the formation of systems or
blocks of substance as aggregates of atoms structures.
Magnetic fields of the atoms of substance (H) are arranged
in a certain way, compensating magnetic fields by internal influence of EMR. At the same time in the substance there are remaining spiral closed structures, not belonging to the category of elementary particles, but having magnetic fields and occupying unstable position in the substances’ structural lattice. Any outside
influence on those spiral structures in the form of EMR fields
generates motion of those particles together with oscillations of
interatomic bonds, magnetic fields connecting atomic structures.
It is well known, that electromagnetic fields also include a
spectrum of various frequencies, including infrafreqencies, i.e.
heat which is determined by the laws of thermodynamics. With a
decrease in substance temperature to low temperatures, magnetic
oscillations of interatomic bonds rapidly decrease, allowing free
motion of non-standard spiral particles at a great speed. On the
contrary, at high temperature, high pressure and strong magnetic
field cause a rupture of electromagnetic bonds between atoms and
elementary particles in those atoms, the consequence of which is
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blending of those particles and atoms elements, called plasma in
physics. This particular mode of radiation on planetary scale is
related to Solar activity.
EMR – Solar radiation is a product of elements spirals rupture or atoms transformation of mostly light-weight substances
such as Н2, He in the course of heating of their elementary particles e - р +, no to temperatures typical for beginning of the process
of formation of those elementary particles, thus creating the point
– gamma radiations generator (point 1 in fig. 5). Those processes
are "warmed up" by the internal state of the Sun: high temperature, high pressure and strong magnetic field. Rupture of the spirals of elementary particles and other spiral formations, gives in
the process of reflections gamma radiation in the Sun center, including visible part of the spectrum.
Decrease in temperature, pressure or magnetic field in any
part of the Sun reduces the density of visible radiation, and astronomers register "dark" spots on the Sun. Certainly there may
be an oscillation point and when the temperature decreases elementary particles (e - р +, no, etc.) emerge due to spiral generation, when the temperature increases the spirals break up and
some EMR are radiated into outer space.
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Such oscillatory mode allows burning with high efficiency
its own elementary particles as well as "attracted", including ones
from the earth surface, and from outer space in general.
It is possible that warming up of plasma in the Sun uses
some internal thermonuclear process and it might be necessary to
estimate the degree of its influence on Sun activity, since at a first
approximation it would generate huge flows of gamma radiations,
but because of ruptures of elementary particles occurring in the
Sun, only secondary – tenfold reduced gamma radiation reaches
us, reduced during its motion from the internal areas to the surface of the Sun.
The spectrum of the Sun radiation on the Earth is mostly
characterized by transformed radiation (intrasolar gamma radiation caused by the rupture of spirals of elementary particles), first
inside the Sun, then in Solar atmosphere, then their transformations in Space, then multiple transformations in the Earth atmosphere.
Then it is necessary to discuss spiral formations with a
small number of coils, that do not belong to the category of elementary particles, at least, not in our Solar system.
According to the proposed theory they fill the whole outer
space, including atmosphere of planets, and they facilitate propagation of electromagnetic waves of various frequencies. Their
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magnetic fields are conductors of those EMR. Those spiral formations without their weak contact with each other compose
magnetic field of any space. In general they can be called the basis of Vacuum. Their excitation in one point of space provokes
motion of such excitation to another point of space. Those excitations are generation EMR and their transfer to the big distances.
In general the mass of interstellar space or ISS makes 3%
from the mass of the Galaxy being 1,5*1011*m

of the Sun.

It s well

known that concentration of interstellar space in one place of the
Universe causes emergence of stars, planets in their constant
transformation.
Before that in this formation, there must be a process of
generation of radiations directed outside, transforming ISS substance into systematically radiated heat.
Death of supernovas or any of the stars return their substance into ISS. Main constituent element of ISS is hydrogen, accounting for 70 % of its mass, 28 % is helium and 2 % - other elements.
Star substance (SS) and its internal energy together with interstellar space and its internal energy (electromagnetic energy of
ultralow-frequency radiations and kinetic energy) make it possible to determine the energy existing at the initial stage in the object and in the Universe as a whole.
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Provisional conditional velocity of light defined by physicists as a constant is determined by their concentration in cosmic
or other space. And EMR deceleration in "our" space of Vacuum
gives almost constant speed – C.
Clearly that for other space the speed of EMR propagation
is greater or smaller. Because of this there may be different variants of time flow. It should be noted that most likely inside the
planets there are the same processes taking place, as inside the
Sun, with only difference that planets have another structure of
substances which is determined by closure (shielding) of the processes of different range EMR emissions by core structures –
rocks, gases, liquids, heavy elements, cooling magma flows etc.
Surely, substantial scientific research and experiments are
needed to confirm the theory described above, but it is worth it,
since in case of positive results there will be an opportunity to
release and use the huge energy stored inside elementary particles.
The energy stored in each particle, and then in substance, is
enormous and it “accumulates” huge energy in a provisional
point of their generation in space. Huge magnetic field of such
provisional conditional point pushes away newly formed particles
since their polarity is identical.
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This energy can be released from elementary particles subject to recreation of the characteristics of that of “provisional
point”, point 1 in fig. 5, from which everything evolved, in a local
part of space.
Therefore, no matter what dimensions elementary particles
have, as a result they can receive only the energy contained in the
spirals of elementary particles. In case of collision of those energies new spiral formations in large numbers may emerge with a
loss of characteristics of such elementary particles, i.e. they will
be disintegrated, creating as a result a small element of the Sun
(its activity), and spiral particles are so-called photons having
electromagnetic and "partial" properties in the form of solar spectrum or close to it.
If we consider thermonuclear explosion in earth conditions,
with a fuse made of plutonium, we know some physical characteristics of the beginning of explosion in its centre.
t = 107К, р = 109 atmospheres, explosive yield 100 GW.
With the theory proposed above, it is assumed that the high
energy, powerful radiation occurs during rupture of the spirals of
elementary particles at the initial stage of explosion, i.e. there appears a point of broken off particles generation.
Further on specified characteristics of explosion rapidly decrease their values and ruptures of elementary particles spirals
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stop. In total about 5 % of explosion is radiation, including penetrating gamma radiation g being an approximation to radiations of
broken spiral and electromagnetic impulse.
Attempts to create constantly operating system of thermonuclear process, in the systems of "Tokomak" type, do not seem
to give positive results because of outdated theories about the
structure of elementary particles. Similarly unpromising is creation of huge colliders on cross-directed proton beams to obtain
new components of elementary particles.
The atom structure consists of spiral elementary particles
connected by magnetic fields, the most powerful being the magnetic field between р +, no and they are attracted not by charges
which in this case are not essential, but by opposite directions of
gamma radiations in each of them, similar to two conductors in
which electric current flows.
Electron e - is also attracted not by a charge, but by magnetic field of the sum of р +, no, the more there is р +, no in the atom,
the greater number of electrons can be located in the atom structure.
But the more (е-) elements are there is the structure of atoms, the weaker is the attraction to the "base" of the atom, р + and
no, since their magnetic field can be distributed irregularly in relation to e - (electrons).
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The charge of elementary particles is not a basis of the atom
formation, the atom is always neutral, even if one electron is removed from its structure, i.e. it turns into a particle with a
changed electromagnetic field which allows it in the absence of
electron to attract, similar atoms or atoms of other substances
having excessive magnetic field.
The charge of elementary particles is probably defined by
the speed of gamma radiation inside the spiral (fig. 10).
In an electron which was "born" before proton, the motion
speed is higher, and the route is much shorter, as a result magnetic field of an electron’s has higher frequency, than one of a proton. It gives electrons an opportunity to leave the atom volume
more "easily".
It should be assumed, as we said earlier, that frequency resonances of elementary particles, their magnetic fields, form the
atom. Here frequency of those magnetic fields is very high, and
the range of frequencies is defined proceeding from the parameters of the relic radiation gamma radiations frequencies spectrum
in outer Space.
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Force line of the
magnetic field

e-, p+ generation
point
Fig. 10.
r1; r2 – distances of elementary particles formation.
Thus according to fig. 10
q ~ me - / r1 ~ m p + / r2, where q – is a particle charge.
Electron, leaving the atom, makes work which is transformed
into a static negative charge.
The atom without electron as neutral acquires a potential to
have "positive" - opposite charge. "Positive" or "negative" are
rather provisional designations, because what prevails is the interaction of electromagnetic fields of elementary particles, first of
all.
The question of the origin of spirals around powerful magnetic field force lines after the “beginning of transformations” is in
approximated understanding of processes of the origin of our
World. It appears, that channels of the spirals of elementary parti48

cles formation arise during some magnetic field oscillations during which there occur pockets (chutes) around magnetic force
lines, in which the energy of "the beginning” penetrates, and its is
"enveloped" by a part of magnetic field, with acceleration of the
frequency of this magnetic field flows.
Electron spin is connected with a direction of the spiral of
gamma radiation flows.
Occurrence of frequencies change of a magnetic power field,
after formation of elementary particles, closer to infra-red range
of thermal warming up of elementary particles, leads to formation
of plasma, cooling down of which in space leads to the atom formation in various configurations, among which many were unstable for various reasons and consequently today there exist only
those that were more stable. Though the process of atoms breakdown may continue under certain conditions, it is impossible to
detect in a small interval of time.
All stated above provides theoretical assumptions of existence
in case of "another" scenario of events development - emergence
of other groups of atoms and substances on their basis, i.e. Mendeleyev's classifcation not is a constant.
The size of elementary particles, e - р +, no etc., and what it is
determined by should be discussed separately.
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According to the formula λ = h/mV, where: λ – is wave
length, h – is Planck’s constant (6.63*10-34 J*s), V – is speed of a
particle.
Mass can be calculated as: m=h/λV
Propagation speed of the ‘initial” radiation, proceeding from
the initial acceleration in energy propagation in the initial period
can be calculated on the basis of works of Nobel laureates in
physics 2011, using as a guide “today’” acceleration of star systems in the Universe and time of its expansion 14 bullion years,
bringing to point 1 in fig.5.
As a result of approximate calculations the speed of “initial”
motion of gamma rays approximates almost infinite values.
(V~1012m/s).
As a result the mass of gamma radiation in motion inside the
spirals of elementary particles in relation to the mass of electron
at the beginning of existence of the Universe decreases, i.e. in
aggregate, in the flow of motion of those particles in spirals the
mass of elementary particles e - р +, no etc. amounts to values reduced in comparison with the moment of their formation by the
loss of electromagnetic interactions during their existence, which
is about 14 billion years – the age of the Universe.
Further structures of atoms make configuration of substances
depending on pressure temperatures and possibilities of elemen50

tary particles and atoms "bonding" with each other with an optimum variant of such configuration.
For example, carbon under various modes described above
may have 3÷5 various substance configuration structures. Similarly, other elements of Mendeleyev’s classification may have
different structures.
Residual magnetic fields of elementary particles influence
motion of gamma radiations inside spirals, as well as the characteristics of such magnetic field.
As it was already said, nullification of such magnetic fields
and release of gamma radiations requires considerable magnetic
field, which probably happens in solar structures having high
pressure and cavitation processes in the Sun, causing high temperature and high pressure which have certain cycles and are
connected with their rupture and periodic decrease in the intensity
of solar activity, according to irregularities of hot plasma of the
Sun, it multi-component structure as well as also pressure inside
the plasma body.
EMR emitted by the Sun also in the form of sunlight, as it
was already mentioned, are a product of "broken" spirals of elementary and other particles which radiate initial gamma radiation,
since it was earlier said that vacuum is a structure consisting of
minimum-energy spiral structures, which could not form sub51

stance because of their non-standard structure, but penetrate all
substances and space of the Universe.
Conductivity in the substance structure is determined by motion of those structures inside the conductor when a potential is
applied to a conductor. Motion of these structures having a magnetic field forms a magnetic field around the conductor. When
such conductor is connected to a certain frequency generator,
minimum energy structures (MES) oscillate with the same frequency, producing variable magnetic field. Emergence of a magnetic field around the conductor in both cases causes disturbance
(motion) of the same (MES) structures surrounding the conductor, and they receive the energy radiated in the form of electromagnetic radiations. Motion of those MES is hindered by the atoms structured in the substance which oscillate at rather high
temperatures. This determines electric resistance of conductors.
With substantial increase of generation frequency from 100 MHz
and higher electric current flows by means of MES along the surface of the conductor.
After considerable decrease of temperature down to 2÷7K,
thermal oscillations of atoms in the substance stop and MES may
freely to pass through the conductor space with a potential applied to it, thus causing superconductivity. Electric current, just as
in case of high-frequency generation, flows along the conductor
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surface and producing Meisner effect, which characterizing interrelation of electromagnetic, magnetic and temperature characteristics of the substance, both at “the beginning” of Existence and
at present.
Making conclusions about the new gamma electromagnetic
model of elementary particles and the atom, it should be noted
that it eliminates many contradictions and dead ends in modern
physics.
If rupture of spiral structures of elementary particles is proven
experimentally, it may lead to the solution of power engineering
problems on global scale and designing of electronic systems using of frequencies of flows in spirals.
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Chapter 3. About time
Since the advent of material objects, time also occurs and
is considered to be uniform.
Physical time is a progenitor of human time which is
gradually progressive. It emerges stable characteristics at the
definite part of the Universe. Physical time that we have today distorts human time at the manifestations of kind of
stored energy and may be expressed at Earth axis offset, decrease or increase of Earth angular velocity. It may happen
with other planets and the Sun similarly.
Mensural of time is the product of the long struggle with
physical chaos and instability. The most stable existence of
space is vacuum - first level;
– second level – vacuum filled by protoparticles equal
to the one frequency EMP radiation under the potential capabilities;
– third level – after their compound to the elements
with different EMP radiations the material subordination occurs at space as well as a certain level of polymer structure and etc.;
– forth level – macro elements origination – of stars,
planets with the ULF EMP radiation of frequencies
with unstable characteristics;
– fifth level – their regulation and stabilization of the
ULF EMP and the EMP at common at any points and
regions of the Universe.
Apparently life originates from the third level to fifth ne.
Physical time incidents and activities reveal during catastrophes as “accidental” (though there may not be any accidents, all of them connected with physical processes) and at
the development of the ULF EMP power radiated at space.
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In such a case the EMP including the light moves with
different speed. S (light speed) of our World is a special case
of the Universe regularity (refer to fig. 11)
V (EMP expansion)

V = C (light speed)
0
Our Galaxy

f

Fig. 11. EMP expansion speed
Lets describe variants of transient processes of Universe
structure changes at whole and the light speed specifically
(refer to fig. 12)
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Even bigger space
(World of the
Worlds)

Big space
(another World)

Our space
(our World)

Microcosm

(EMP)
Light speed =
C

EMP speed is considerably higher than C

A
V1 EMP > C

B

E

V2 EMP = C
V3 EMP < C

Fig.12. Variants of the World’s contacts with the EMP
speed change (C)
Variant 1. When passing (at the point A) to another
space, theoretically the energy storage occurs, then the explosion for intrusion to another space where the EMP speed
is much higher than C.
Variant 2. When passing of EMP at the point B from
huge space to small one the explosion occurs which transforms energy of EMP from that space, and the EMP speed
lower until it become equal to C. By analogy it passes from
our World to Microcosm and backwards where V of particles< C.
Variant 3.Transfer from V2 EMP to V1 EMP may be pulsed
with accumulation of the definite Eof transfer or be gradual with
the speed and certain energy increase respectively.
At another World where EMP speed > C, all processes of
atomic and molecular law performance develop with considerably higher speed in comparison with our World (Uni56

verse) and as the result with greater energy. The addiction of
“not our” accelerated World Laws to our Universe originate
misunderstanding of the speed of our Universe process flow
rate - this is incomprehensible “Big Explosion” and “Seven
Days of Creation”.
Another World Laws’ energy may have regularity of fast
modulate intense influence in creation of our World including “6 days” that may be possibly installed at human brain’s
ULF EMP and entity’s periods. These processes phasing and
the eventual deceleration of processes at our Universe after
the Creation, sharp change of patriarchs’ life span under the
Book of Genesis that is not coordinated with the modern understanding of physical processes. In other words the Creation occurred at a growing rate in accordance with the time
of That “Divine World”, after that the adaptation to our
World with stable characteristics occurred with deceleration
of many processes of the Universe. At the same time atomicmolecular processes of Our Universe have time of response
and operation and energy as bricks of that Another World
lost its energy with the lapse of time because of EMP radiation of different frequencies. That’s why the man’s thought
(brain activity) operates basing on the concept of “hairtrigger reaction” in environment of slow radiations outwards.
In other words the brain activity and human soul within
borders of Our World observe and obtain “another time” of
dimensions (this is quick brain activity in one’s sleep) and
belong to another “quick Divine World”, and all processes
inside human being have “junction” of time between our
World and the World Created us.
The very process of Human conception by Human (Human’s Soul) has instant impulse from another World with
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the view of many ability traits and its possible adaptation to
Our World. As the mental-biological creature Human considered to be the border of these times. Most part of his
memory or subconscious is connected with Another World
under the time and core of processes, and its possible that it
is necessary as universal component between Worlds that
stabilized as Our World as Another World and their interaction.
The up to date inexplicable spiritual and physiologic entities of Human being fit oneself in the aforesaid theory.
Physical processes and time connected with them occur
with different light propagation speed and activities at the
point in space.
Material structures with different energy potential as well
as foresaid characteristics may gather at one point in space.
That’s why it is so hard to describe these processes mathematically, though it’s still possible.
A model scene of the beginning of this process at the
point K in space is offered on fig. 13.
Space and time process energy as well as speed of the
ongoing processes may be assessed from three points of
view on development: s 1, so 2, s 3.
It’s not possible to describe by means of linear formula
the consequences of such collision in space at point K.
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Point of space
K

m1
1

Space № 1
V1 = 100 С
E ULF EMP =
1018 J

m2

2

Space № 2
V2 = 10 С
E ULF EMP =
1015 J
Space № 3
V3 = 1 С
E ULF EMP = 1025 J

Different
density

m3 (amount of
matter) 1 = 2 =
3 …)
3

Fig.13.
The electromagnetic radiation energy of another space
(another World) cause processes in giant structures and
transform them. Besides the EMP energy comes from another space to us and transforms our space. The beginning
of all activities was the EMP flow penetrated into our
space and originated our Universe, stars and planets. (As
it has been said, there exists the reverse flow of the ULF
EMP from our World to other Worlds).
It’s possible that space has certain ways of movement
of cosmic matter and EMP under the influence of the energy resistance which is less than the surrounding space’
resistance. In other words, there exists a certain construction of corridors at the Universe and other Words wherethrough the energy and matter are translated and regulated under definite circumstances.
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The ULF EMP creates these corridors by its minimal
energies in case of quasistationary (temporary) existence
of system like the solar one.
Physical transformation speed (including space) is not
uniform and may be uniform as a special case, and it can’t
be registered by the standard measure connected with the
objective systems of the human body and constructed devices. It based on interaction of the ULF EMP, resonance of
main or harmonic components causing uncertain characteristics of interactions composing these transformations.
Correspondingly the subjective, human, cycle, and uniform
time connected with succession of events is not physical
time as true to its own very long or very fast scale which determines the development of space events and generally the
physical that builds matter structures or on the contrary provides the destruction of these structures.
There must be included a conception – positive or negative time for physical object or structure, and at the same
time it’s always positive for humans.
It should be mentioned that acceleration and retardation
“reaction” laws at space level depend on catalysts, certain
matters, and the ULF EMP in space.
Catalysts of space matter massif interactions divide into
micro objects levels and micro objects by their characteristics. On the micro objects level the participation of EMP
resonances, matters and catalysts is possible and that increase “chemical” activity of matters. Catalysts that decelerate the speed of chemical reactions are the EMP frequencies
radiators suppressing chemical activities of space matter
compounds.
At the space scale the matter Massifs or objects (planets,
satellite system) have the ULF EMP which during reso60

nance with oncoming or close analogues objects or the inner ULF EMP of such entities may cause accelerated process of interaction reaction between some objects (of matters) or slow it down (refer to fig. 14)
Object № 1

Contact reaction speed
grows in terms of energy

ULF EMP

Object № 2

ULF EMP

Resonance of activity
stimulation of the object
№1

Resonance of activity
stimulation of the object
№2
Catalytic object

Fig. 14.
The participation of catalysts as EMP resonators for convectional and cavitational processes radiating the ULF EMP
makes it possible to speak about complex space regulation
of all processes in the Universe such as speed, time, and
power irregularities. Well-defined time, sequence of
events perceived by human in no way may be considered
to be it’ (time’s) physical entity. Since the irregularity of
speeds in the Universe is random for human’s mind, it
generates the inconsistency of physical events and doesn’t
let him to understand what happened in what order, i.e.
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physical events order and their interdependence from each
other. The deceleration of substance reactions speeds by
means of catalysts or EMP resonances and makes it possible
to speak about temporary deceleration of the matter motion
vector.
During comparing of these possibilities it may look like
this:
1) Physical time as the physical processes succession.
The physical events scale is offered for comparison with the
following (refer to fig. 15)
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Fig.15.
2) Time as succession (human time) (refer to fig. 16).
The consequences of these physical processes reached
humans in different way because the EMP propagation velocities are different, and they create sequence of events in
accordance with the previous consequences by means of radiations that have different speed.
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Fig. 16.
It is necessary to take into consideration physical time of
transformation from the ULF EMP to solid substance and
vice-versa in different Worlds. It considerably differs
from each other.
All the more World of the Worlds’ time with other
speeds as of light as of the EMP cannot possibly be loaded
at Time within the Solar system at all.
The influence of other Worlds and Galaxy at processes
on Earth stipulated among other things by changes in local
solidity and composition of the space environment and
plasma formations along the Solar system trajectory in interstellar space. Under such movement, approximately, after
20-40 billion years the main fluidic dust and gas flow
streams and ULF EMP spreading from the center of the
Galaxy as the result of star destruction cross over each
other. Exactly the influence on the Earth and Solar system
in general of the ULF EMP, space dust, and moving in
main jet flows objects with their convectional and cavitational characteristics may be the reason for global changes
on the Earth, centuries variations in orbit parameters, climate change, glaciation, and causing earthquakes convectional processes in the mantle. The fact that, during the
movement, the Solar system crosses less solid dust and gas
clouds and scattered radiations of the ULF EMP also may
lead to different consequences for the climate of our planet, but obviously, they are not so global. They also cause
deviations of planets and Sun ULF EMP which are more
ultimate for living beings.
The appearance of energy clusters radiating ULF EMP
of a broad band as well as comet structures may be the re63

sult of cavitational processes at space during the movement
of the Solar system.
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Chapter 4. About cavitation
In addition it is necessary to consider cavitational processes in the Universe, atmosphere of the Earth and human
body and their influence on all objects in the Universe for
better understanding of space processes.
Considering this problem from historical point of view, it
is necessary to mention that cycles of natural disasters on
Earth were noted in different works. They may be pointed as
~ 400 thousand of years; ~ 100 thousand of years; ~ 41
thousand of years; ~ 21 thousand of years; ~ 1800 years; 60
yeas; 12 years. All of them were connected with external galactic and planetary phenomena and have many explanations. Cataclysms on Earth are the result of the ULF EMP
energy flows transformation radiated from the Sun, planetary systems and their combination with the Earth’ ULF
EMP.
Space substance as aforesaid is a base for the spreading
of the EMP in the Universe including the ULF EMP. Star
substances, clusters of stars, planets, and other space objects
correspond the substance mass in motion of which the
movement of space may also be stipulated by the osmotic
processes in the Universe where the cavitational processes
with generation of black holes may occur. There permanently occurs collapses of black holes that consist of “pure” vacuum in comparison with “solid” one surrounded by ionized
mass of the space substances from all directions. It’s happening because the cavitation is integrity damage of flows
and, in our case, of space substance flows.
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“Black holes” is space wherethrough the EMP can’t
spread because of quite low ion level inside it by virtue of
the fact that “space substance” is the EMP conductor. The
collapse of “black holes” which appear to be potential in
terms of energy with respect to the surrounding space occurs
accompanied by great energy output, sharp heating of the
substance around these “black holes”, high intensity radiation of elementary particles, protons, electrons, neurons,
EMP, and surrounding space heating. The energetic charge
of “black holes” executes by means of rotation of matter
massif of the Universe and its Galaxies around any centers.
That process may be compared with cavitational processes
inside the Earth and Sun. On all occasions reactions of this
process are the explosions of gas in light magma inside the
Earth, substances inside the Sun causing earthquakes, Sun
bursts and in case of “black holes”, and it may lead to high
power explosions in the Universe with radiation of high capacity ULF EMP.
The theory of the initial explosion doesn’t have the most
important thing and it’s the initial cause. And one of explosions described above may be exactly that initial explosion
created our Universe or part of it.
For example, with respect to the Earth atmosphere, cavitational processes may origin globular discharges – the result of globular discharges strikes (ULF EMP) and convectional plasma formations in the atmosphere. This is electrical covers with minimum inner substance composition.
During collapse of such discharge the energy causes as
electric as dynamic influence on the environment.
The departure of globular discharges from the sea, in
case when the width of water from the surface of the seabot66

tom to the discharge is minimal, it causes rotation of air
(hurricanes and etc.) that origins new globular discharges
and the ULF EMP.
Air flow in the atmosphere and as the result cavitational
processes generate huge energetic bubbles after the explosion originating the centre of the hurricane, tornado, and
etc., besides there may occurs the equal power and obviously concentrated bubbles having the rotatory movements with
high angular speed that allow them transferring in the atmosphere air and provoke changes in movements of air
flows.
Cavatational processes by themselves connected with
high heteropolar ULF EMP charges are injected from the
outside, and during the explosion they radiate EMP including the ULF EMP
Cavatational processes of radiations in the human body
including encephalon caused in circulatory and electrical
systems occur because of the provocation by ULF EMP of
resonances of processes on the Sun and Moon, inside the
Earth (in a less degree because of the shield - land surface), and planets and distinguish characteristics of the
movements including distorted electrical processes inside
human’s systems and as the result in human thoughts and
among them in social way.
Electromagnetic radiation of the heart is the result of
generation by its cavitational processes of stream of blood
through vessels and parts of the heart during movements. In
this case the “normal” cardiogram is the right stream of certain structure blood with “generation” of electromagnetic
impulses of definite frequency spectrum and harmonic composition ULF EMP range radiations.
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The pacemaker that is the sinoatrial node located at the
caval venous vessel place of convergence. Its electric impulse frequency is 60 impulses per minute, and it defined by
cavitational radiation EMP frequency during sanguimotion
by superior and inferior vena cava and depends on physiological parameters of blood-vascular volume of places the
blood flows. The same cavitational EMP determine the electrocardiogram tracing because the excitation field of all cardiac muscles is too power low even under this quantity of its
contraction.
The bursting potential of formations in diverse flow of
the ULF EMP at the end expresses in different illnesses of
the human body and first of all in rhythm disturbance of
human’s systems as electromagnetic structure especially
because of disruption of the convective field.
Population increase on the Earth enlarges probability of
such cavitational processes in interhuman communication
and raises its force. That is why neither commodity crises no
chemical pollution cannot have more influence on the body
of the human being exceeding the influence of the ULF
EMP processes of the encephalon of a person and people
around him, and that destabilizes functioning of all systems and the connection with the ULF EMP of the surrounding World may be lost.
Forms of development of biological life in the Universe
most probably unique and unified starting from mechanism
of heredity execution and required for survival diversity in
kinds, sorts, and classes up to biologic evolution laws with
organism digenesis during the process of adaptation of biosystems to inevitably changing environmental conditions. As
this take place, the chance of our contact with another biogenic mind in the Universe at real for earth’ civilization time
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scale with consideration of a possibility to use well-knows
types of energy, its obvious that it is impossible not only because of enormous interstellar and more over intergalactic
distances which may be even hypothetically crossed only
within period of time exceeding even the period of existence
of our civilization, but also as the result of human genetic
apparatus structure deformation in consequence of its isolation from the ULF EMP of the Solar system even after
such long duration of stay outside the Earth, besides it is
not required in view of the aforesaid and as will be stated
below. The data capabilities of the EMP shall be noted
both in inter-extraterrestrial space and in microcosm.
All spaces, our Universe, and Solar system are synchronized and connected with each other by virtue of the EMP
energy. The correlation of frequencies, speeds, time,
weights, and etc. from atomic-molecular to cosmic World
and the World of the Worlds demonstrated at plate 1.
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Plate 1
The correlation of frequencies, speeds, time, weights, and etc.
from atomic-molecular World to World of the Universe and the World of the Worlds

1

World of the
Worlds
(theoretically)

Universe
(Sun)
(Earth)

Physics around the
human being and
human organism

Atomic structures
including micro particles;
Molecular structures

2

3

4

5
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1.
Weight
(P), kg

1
2. F (f),
GHz

Structure of
interstellar
space
~ 10100

1) Sun structure:
72% – Н2,
22% – He.
PC = 2 ∙1030.
2) Earth structure:
PЗ = 6 ∙1024.
3) Interstellar
space structure

Structure of human
organism:
Н2 composes 66%
of human organism.

2

3

~ 10−25

10−7

4
1) Human mind
~ 10−7 – 1000 GHz.
2)Organism cycles :
earth, moon, and
etc.
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1) P1 of atom – 1,7
∙10−27.
2) P2 electron –
9 ∙10−31.
3) P3 proton –
1,68 ∙10−27.
200 ∙10−27 (molecular
structure).
5
Atomic structure:
3 ∙ 1020 GHz
(gamma rays).

3. T(t),
sec
4. Dimensions, m

~ 10

~ 10

3,12 ∙ 107 s (The
Earth’ rotation
over the Sun)

30

50

1) ~ 13,8 ∙ 108 m
(Sun diameter).
2) ~ 1,2 ∙ 107 m
(Earth diameter).
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sec.

1m

Imputation (rotation
over the nuclei)
1) atom – 10−9 m.
2) atom nuclei –
10−13 m.
3) molecule –
~ 200 ∙10−9.

If we try to calculate time correlation of atomic and
Universe structures we will get:
1. per weight –

PС (2 1030 )
 1055 ;
25
Patom (2 10 )

2. per frequency –

f Earth



Sun

f gammarays

 1027 ;

3. per time –

TEarth
TElectron

over

 10 29 ;

Sun

movement in atomic structure

4. per size –

d Sun
d atom

 1022 .

nuclei

The analysis of these correlations demonstrates that
mainly correlation of time, frequencies and size is quite
close to value ~ 1027. The correlation of weight is close
to1055, it may be explained by the fact that atomic structures weight measurement was executed as part of molecule in certain conditions, and probable these values may
differ in free cosmic space.
What does calculated correlation give?
In the first place, the fact that Macrocosm (Universe)
and Microcosm (rectangular components of the Macrocosm) have different life timing cycles, each one within
oneself. In case we project this conclusion on the World
of the Worlds, we will receive correlations in which our
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life cycle (of Earth, Sun, and human at last) is not important for it, as atomic structures inner processes in numeric value are nonessential from the point of view of our
World.
It remains only to assess the opportunity of influence
of one world on another through electromagnetic radiations which values and characteristics may cause dangerous for us (life) processes. But for them, that are Atomic,
Universe, and World of the Worlds, it doesn’t have any
meaning at all because they are only transformation of this
or that structure and that happens eternal in obligate sequence of EMP energy changes including ULF EMP.
The identical correlation (H +) in cosmic space as part
of the Sun and Human organism should be noted. This
symbolizes the union of space and life.
Furthermore, oil, gas, and other energy elements on the
Earth have relatively the same percent of (H +) in composition and are replenished both from the outer core of Earth
and from Space. Of course all this information requires
elaborations and supplementary researches, but the tendency are displayed quite distinctly.
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Chapter 5. About life
In some sort the important science discovery of the
passed century became the discovering and acknowledgement of cosmological or human principle described by Vernadski. From Greek anthropos – human and the principle
means implementation within the Universe of unique quantities of all four fundamental interactions: gravitational which
distinguished as the ULF EMP in wide interplanetary,
atomic, and intellectual ranges that provide opportunity of
current form matter emergence including alive one.
It would seem that there is an opportunity for any living
creature on Earth to observe and study all these principles,
structures and systems on different spatial-temporal organizational levels, and the goal to describe it is pursued in the
present writing.
Its possible to expand the understanding of the aforesaid
displaying many examples of phenomenon of life such
sweepingly developing for many thousand of years when
most of basic biochemical transformation chains supporting
the current state of biosphere were modeled. It became possible not only because of the position of the Earth in the Solar system (distance from the Sun, Earth’ size, axial inclination of the planet, chemical composition of the atmosphere
balanced for life, and etc.) but also influences from outside
which may be seen in systems and uniqueness of many natural formations, and in the first place, soil and complexes
such as protein life, changes of parameters of H2O with the
maximum density under the conditions of 4ºС temperature
which makes it possible for biosphere ecosystem to exist
on the Earth. All this conditions a sort of “spacesuit” of
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the human and all flesh in the Universe.
Mobility of the human organism (brain), chance to move
at space both terrestrial and cosmic allow preserving of the
instrument of stable radiation of EM frequencies necessary
for the Universe during the development of civilization.
As aforesaid, the EMP of different Worlds differs in
expansion velocity that may exceed light speed by sequences and frequency characteristics. Correspondingly
their influences via physical time with the assumption of
accumulation of some energy may under “human” time
conception instantly create external action effects and
transform our Universe, and by doing so, determine structure of chemical elements regulating it, for example, at
that form which was presented in Mendeleev's table that
may be a special case of the system of elements.
Its possible that the composition and versions of construction of such an element as carbon demonstrate it as
point of possible construction of other “Elements table”
created under other influencing factors of the ULF EMP
and subject to the quantity and quality of interstellar substance and phases of different the ULF EMP.
Carbon just like hydrogen obviously appears to be universal for construction of different variants of the material
world.
If we compare its (carbon’s) physical characteristics
with the next element nitrogen’ (N) then, for example, the
fusing temperature of nitrogen is (− 210ºC) and carbon at
the state of graphite under a pressure of e. g. 100 atmospheres and temperature ~ 4 000 ºC and etc. Diamond is one
molecule of carbon, and graphite is the structure of capil76

lary type. It all confirms polymer and polyvariant nature
of the carbon and its possible transformation in aggregate
with H2, N, O2 and other elements at our space into organic
substance.
Carbon and hydrogen and their polymeric characteristics jointly started the mechanism of organic substances
generation. This generation of organic substances has a
beginning in our Solar system together with time of the
beginning of its generation within its galaxy and physical
processes that was mentioned as the Initial Explosion.
As carbon as hydrogen have several formation structures connected with the possible development of “mobile” radiation ULF EMP systems and one of its variants
constitute organic (biological) form. That organic form
was mentioned above. It should be noted that isotope C14
generated at the cosmic space has a half-life period 55 – 70
years and that is very close to the life cycle of human organism and determines its potential.
Another potential variant except organic existence of
“mobile” radiation ULF EMP systems is the macromolecular-crystal as it may be titled with the use of the “diamond” condition of carbon and polymeric structure based
on it and as well with the use of low-temperature conditions of elements of the Mendeleev's table (or other elements). Electromagnetic “skeleton” of such formation
based on super conductivity of interior currents of all
structure of such “mobile” ULF EMP radiation.
Such system uses much less energy for its existence
and can exist on considerable distance from the source of
the energy like the Sun or other structures.
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This polymeric-crystal form of existence of ULF EMP
radiator, this formation may be called a mobile lowtemperature metallo-crystal ULF EMP radiator. The capsule version may be the NIKRIZ ULF EMP.
The suggestion of existence of such “mobile” NIKRIZ
ULF EMP implies the existence of such civilization which
uses “organisms” with assumed “electric skeleton” based
on Meissner’s effect that may not be influenced by magnetic fields of great intensity and at the same time under
the minimum of their own energy they may cause powerful ULF EMP. Such civilization may exist on Jupiter, Saturn, and other faraway planets of our Solar system.
Now we should consider one more variant of the ULF
EMP radiator existence. It may be high-temperature
“plasmic” variant of formation of system of “mobile”
structure ULF EMP radiation.
“Plasmic” variant on its own terms considered originally being electromagnetic balance for other systems, and it
assumes both the absorption of EM radiation and its radiation to the outer space. As aforesaid, physical time has the
beginning of development of the EMP at the point of
space having typical filling of H+, He, and other elements,
and this organizes plasma system and after that the structures of the Universe come to life.
Quasars and pulsars may be considered to be such
plasma systems with “zero” physical time and great value
of accumulate energy. Their unstable EM radiation characterizes them as poising from plasma state to firing of
“explosion” or reading time to positive direction of a certain point of change.
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On the basis of radiation energy which exceeds radiations of all stars of a big galaxy in 103 – 104 times, it is
possible to assume that energy of estimated “explosion”
may be compared with the progenitor –explosion of our
Universe. Thus another World may come into reality, and
one more Universe of quasars and pulsars’ ULF EMP radiations is within the range from 10−5 to 102 GHz, and that
confirms the existence of these EMP frequencies in the
cosmic space.
The Sun, planets having plasma formations within their
structure are a plasma system. Plasma systems in accordance with the physics laws have aboard a lot of free protons which in certain conditions and under the specific influence may include electrically conducting elements.
Similar to the physical world, their structure may have
stable characteristics of existence by standards of the
physical time.
Plasma systems obtain much more processes adjustability in the Universe, and they not only act as the keeper
of specific ULF EMP frequencies of both organic and
NIKRIZ ULF EMP but also as a system of energy regulation of all processes in the Solar system and our World in
common.
Existence of three types of existence of “mobile” ULF
EMP radiators assumes existence of three types of civilizations as though it sounds quite unreal. Perhaps the subordination of these civilizations from plasma as the most
important and the first one to organic one as the second
and most paradoxical and that to the third level and resources of “Cold” civilization, but still it’s the most sub79

ject to survival. Aforesaid variants of different structures
forms of existence radiating the ULF EMP allow our
World moves systematically and uniformly saving changes subject to our organic understanding of the proceeding
processes and reserving each possible error.
Prevalence of the plasma variant influences other variants. And in the organic case it influences all processes of
the Earth. It includes arrangement of conditions for organic
life and influence on the development of our civilization. It
is also the realization of the presence of different structures
in our World in the form of managing energy. Lest we forget
Gospel of Mark (chapter 5) where the healing of a woman
touched Jesus Christ’ clothes described whereupon «…And
Jesus, immediately knowing in himself that virtue had gone
out of him, turned him about in the press, and said, Who
touched my clothes? …..But the woman fearing and trembling, knowing what was done in her, came and fell down
before him, and told him all the truth...» It may be assumed
that Jesus Christ during life span on Earth was the source of
a certain force that theoretically was of electromagnetic nature, and this may be confirmed by image on the sudarium
he used to wipe his face and on the shroud that had a silhouette of His body after the interment and rebirth. Besides that
the theophany for Moses on the Sinoi mountain and then in
the briar patch and death of Aaran’s suns from lightning discharges from Arc of the Covenant, and etc. prove all that
physical processes that are called electromagnetic under the
physics.
As it was aforesaid, as long as there may be a variety of
forms of “life” so there possibly exist variants of a cross
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check of each other and determination of variants development of every of community of ULF EMP radiators as reserve systems of the Solar system and Universe management.
For example, the “tossing” of technical progress ideas to
our society in directions those help humans to survive as
ULF EMP radiators.
Its possible to assume that human’s Soul is an electric
system born by plasma world and radiating ULF EMP, as it
aforesaid, aiming on surround people as well as on space,
and then after death it will be received by plasma world.
Similarly “cold” civilization governed by plasma civilization but interchange of ULF EMP permanently executed
by all civilizations.
Each of civilization has its own “shelf” of planet solidities under certain temperature conditions of their surface including the Sun.
Number 1 on figure 17 indicates “shelf” of planet’s surface solidities and temperatures which match organic civilization (OC), number 2 indicates “shelf” of planet’s surface
solidities and temperatures for low-temperature civilization
(LC) or NIKRIZ of civilization, indicates “shelf” of Sun’s
solidity and temperature of plasma civilization (PC).
The Sun should be considered to be the component structure of plasma formation of different types. Special plasma
structure exists inside every planet. All of them are interconnected in ULF EMP diapason with different harmonical components united in their interaction.
Every “civilization” specified earlier has special qualities
of its existence:
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- LC uses well-known in today’s physics supraconductivity, superfluidity, supermagnetics in certain conditions. Its
means “super” for our civilization, and as for LC these are
just ordinary physical laws on which their cogitative systems
function, brain in our view, form factor of self-drive arrangement, skeleton in our view, certain form of public life,
state in our view, and etc.
G/cm3
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Fig. 17. Scheme of the Sun and planets substance solidity
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Sun

But the most important things are minor cost plus system of
objective reality of LC and involuntary radiated ULF EMP
necessary for surrounding satellites, Solar and other systems in cosmic space.
- PC uses it special status of power supply of other civilizations and physical laws well-known by nuclear and thermonuclear reactions studies; things considered to be hyperthermal is an ordinary being for PC wherein exists order
atomic build system of superfast thought (atomic CHIPs),
that is called the brain by us, locomotor apparatus of any
shape (most effective is sphere) and specific form of unbounded in space public life, and hydrogen- helium management of all systems in our Solar system as part of surrounding, analogous civilizations through the ULF EMP.
Organic civilization (OC) that is our civilization is discussed a lot.
Within each of civilization there exists its own gradation
of existence of different level structures similar to ones existing in OC animals, plants, bacteriums, and etc. which ordered under the certain laws of “feeding” of the main ULF
EMP radiator of a specific form for every civilization.
Accumulation of ULF EMP radiations of type of radiation of every civilization occurs obviously within the
bounds of plasma civilization which periodically correct
resources and potential of LC and OC interfering in withincivilizational processes and coding specific individuals.
Is the contact of these civilizations is possible? Of
course, a person in spacesuit inside of which the necessary
living conditions created already moves within LC, i.e.
cosmic space and obviously in conditions of several Kel-
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vin degree. PC in form of plasma and possibly spacesuits
may be met on the Earth and described relatively in detail.
LC also in the form of specific spacesuits may as well
contact with OC in terms of small-scale structures as may
be assumed that are still not registered by us, but they may
influence human body as OC representative in bad way
through electromagnetic disturbance during their contact
with all living beings.
OC on Phaethon and Mars theoretically had “meetings”
with the representatives of LC of such type. It’s hard or
even impossible to distinguish whether it’s good or bad.
It would seem there was demonstrated a quite complicated mechanism of management of the Universe, but it can’t
be essentially simple because of the multi- complexity of the
environment and other possible variants of elementary systems and civilizations of other worlds.
It’s sufficiently hard to make an assessment of such organic
structure as human or living world in order to notice that
simplicity often determined by the simplicity of our
knowledge and the provinciality of our thought. Let’s examine the space research development: from simple telescope
to the space one and than it’s development and we are at a
dead lock. Discovering of the cosmic and non cosmic EMP
and we are at a dead lock. Discovering of radioactive substances than the bomb was invented and we are at a dead
lock. And so on there is no uniting conception.
In accordance with the aforesaid, cosmic or physical time
is the EMP transformation. Physical transformation speed
and speed of transformation expressed in consequences reflected in our (human) time processes and our understanding
of these processes on the modern level are very different
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subject matters. A person often forms the base of fundamental and instrumental knowledge through prospective of the
past. As a matter of principle, it helps to transform our life
on their base. But as aforesaid, they are just “shadows in the
cave” under the Platon. And their identity may not be comprehended till the very end.
Life on the Earth is part of “living” in common space
with different forms including Solar system with reasonableness and action coordination through regulation systems,
its development by means of new system building and their
replacement during transformation of a certain physical
characteristic of the surrounding space including CNS (of
brain) of humans. It is subject to both ULF EMP and
change of their parameters, solidity in space, resonances
in particular point of the Universe, and construction of
plasma formations with specified solidity and structures of
their development as the basic one in structure of all
Words.
Physical time is much more difficult for human observation because of the duration of ULF EMP periods, eternity
or its similarity in different Worlds, distortion of many
physical processes, multifocal uptake of substance solidities in these Worlds, and the inability to claim that Mendeleev table is a law for all diversity in cosmic space. It
especially happens because of optical mistakes during examination of a faraway Worlds and near-space and during
examination of spectrum of planet and star radiations taking into consideration of diffraction and interference of
light and EMP in general, and “incursion” of measured
mistakes.
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Obviously, the qualitative reconsideration of such researches instrumentation which require consolidation of
cash assets of many countries and time, in this case a human
one.
The researches in the range of ULF EMP, their energy,
influence of humans, space processes, including history of
the Earth, Sun, and Solar system planets are bore in mind.
Then we should interrogate variants of organic construction of our Terrestrial World.
Let’s start with the question: why is there no origination
of new forms of organic life? If we proceed from the theory
of life origination as accidental process, thus this process
shall be invariable.
In consideration of ecological case scenario on the basis
of the fact that human “involuntary” creates terms of destruction of other new types of life breaking chains of their
origin and recently causes self-destruction, it’s necessary to
note that another variant of development of forms of organic
life may be as follows. New forms of organic life are accumulated in oil, gas, and etc., and in carbonic structures. Oil,
gas, and coal deposits are either product of mass death of
organic structures in anoxic environment or a by-product of
the birth of new organic forms which awaits their time of
development on the Earth.
For an understanding of structure of origination of the
organic world according to the logic of aforesaid, there may
be used: resonances as of the main ULF EMP as harmonic
components with origination or destruction structures or
chemical reactions; they are stipulated by the presence of
“eternal” gas structures H +, He, and ULF EMP with power
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determining amounts necessary for construction of this or
that objects.
Model scheme of organic object – human- life origination is demonstrated on fig.18.
The mechanism of “turning on” of generation of organic
substances stipulated by involvement of different elements’
energy and elements oneself with different residual EMP as
inside structures as outside ones as well as by the presence
of polymeric carbon.
It’s also true concerning life of human beings when during certain period of time cellular and tissue structures are
reconstructed by means of food and inner and external EMP.
ULF EMP, their harmonic components or EMP of a
wide range as well as inorganic origin membranes extracting from chaotic streams of elemental “viscous liquid” selected substances necessary for participation in
“polymeric” reaction of carbon execute the role of catalysts in organic structure arrangement. (Refer to fig. 19)
ULF EMP, their harmonic components or EMP of a
wide range as well as inorganic origin membranes extracting from chaotic streams of elemental “viscous liquid” selected substances necessary for participation in
“polymeric” reaction of carbon execute the role of catalysts in organic structure arrangement. (Refer to fig. 19)
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Fig. 19. Model scheme of organic catalyst
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Catalytic platform
with form of creation of substance
bunches from organic to inorganic

The complex elements of Mendeleev table may be similarly generated under the certain conditions from simple elements.
The potential of “organic” catalysts favoring the organization of the organic world shall be noted particularly.
Organic catalysts are forms obtaining function of sucking
out of necessary elements from atomic structures of the environment and their transformation to the simplest (cellular)
and complex (human) organisms.
It may be acknowledged that organic creature polymeric
fiber organization, its solidity stroke or organs and structure
tissues per se, theoretically happens based on environmental
conditions of stellar structures orderliness, structure, and
combination with intrastellar, intraplanet, convectional and
cavitational streams of ULF EMP, their speed and equilibration.
Graphically it’s possible to imagine human organism as a
clew of organic fiber composed of structures of different solidity and connected by electrical processes within.
A theoretical conception of “web of life” comes into existence.
“Polymeric reaction” or “assimilation” of Our World
matter structures connected with C element appearance and
in the presence in nature of large quantity of H+ и H2, the
chains C – H are generated and than evolved to complex
molecules→ protein → assimilation to them led to formation of different protein, i.e. different biological tissues,
molecules of assimilation are connected with ULF EMP.
Survival rate of protein and biological tissues in any
space is higher in “mobile” structure capable to move. “Mobilization” of protein led to appearance of unequally con90

trolled movement of proteins as because of bad conditions
(cold and heat) as good one (food, warmth) and it produces
reflexes and nervous structures. Nervous structures generate
the center of movements control with certain coordination of
actions. Coordination of actions, its algorithm generates →
assimilation through reproduction as the method of preservation. Concentration of memory, reflexes, and nerve endings
get induced electrical signal of ULF EMP reacting by induction from the outside, modifying certain brain algorithms,
and providing electrical system of organism that do not disorder organism and match external forms.
Permanent replenishment of ULF EMP provides a person
thinking (intelligence) and ability to control his actions and
solve social aspects (a person always remembers something
– images, correlation of dimensions, tricks of the light and
sound).
Lives of organisms provide new installations to nerve
endings and except ULF EMP (stationary, planet, Sun, and
etc.) – estimating human time and ULF EMP time, determining physical processes that have no attitude to stability
and determined by collision of different ULF EMP frequencies in different points of the spaces of the Worlds which
harmonics and signals reach human beings and organism in
common and change the environment.
Hidden ULF EMP of women’s nerve endings generate a
certain pack of signals during shaping of the fetus assignable
nonmetering of a person –woman for construction of electrical scheme of the fetus subject to time: human one – the
age of woman’s organism and physical determined for formation of groups of people in interaction with another civilizations – reasons of development or destruction of society as
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at the present period of time as in future, i.e. installed “seeds
of reasons” in accordance of Gregory the Theologian.
It’s necessary to assume and imply that human organism
is the battlefield of these two times that are the physical one
distorting the space around by means of EMP field including
the presence of a person in any country determined by the
development of long-term matter transformation per se and
human spiritual uniform time. And their coordination is almost not possible.
The surprising diversity of representatives of organic
world species such as animals and aquatic inhabitants including the division of people on races and languages should
be mentioned particularly.
It’s possible to refer the living world to experimental laboratory of formation of types of interdependent system ascending to a human, but it’s hard to explain in a few words
why the united structural type of an “animal” with high level
of intellect is divided by concept of color of skin, shape of
one's eyes, senses, and communication language. It’s possible to choose the simple way and to explain this by evolution of a human from different kinds of monkeys which
casted off hair, evolve, and acquire intelligence and language. But this explanation doesn’t match two criteria. At
first, the rapid progress in intelligence acquiring, and at second, development of language as the system of switching of
objective designated logic and mythological conception of
social arrangements.
Of course, the acquisition of intelligence is the main
thing, and it may be explained on the basis of above mentioned theory of think launching at human being by means
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of ULF EMP because the electrical processes in organism of
a person are the most important.
Another attitude to a human and his origin may be connected with the simultaneous occurrence of all living, organic world including the human being with his intelligence.
Even subject to its permanent formation and the aforesaid
theory of origination of organic life.
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Chapter 6. About languages, word, and ULF EMP of
a human being.
After examination of the Bible variant of people and language occurrence (different races) it may be said that controlled “division” of languages, race differentiation of a
human society of a spontaneous character allows to affirm
complex development of organizational structures of the societies on the Earth as radiated ULF EMP.
The story of “language differentiation” at the times of the
confusion of Babylon (Babylon tower) only has sense after
its particular examination. At first, the construction of such a
huge building most probably was the result of large quantity
of generations, and if we estimate it on the assumption of the
myth that “the carrier of bricks reached the top of it over a
year and if a man fell down all to pieces the brick was felt
sorry for, not the man that carried it…”. It means that the
construction lasted for centuries, not years, and there was
specific division of labor among constructors of the Babylon
tower.
Outward roasters of bricks, carriers, people that provided
them with food, people serviced stations for the carriers inside the tower, bricks’ layers, and at last the elite – architectures, engineers. And it means that industrial terminology
provides a certain rhythm of reasoning with saving of time
because from the point of view of the society the language
should be economically fast for understanding.
At second, at the same period of time during the growth
of the Babylon tower and its characteristics as well as characteristics of pyramids reached the possibility to resonate
with ULF EMP of the environment and that could have in94

fluenced the brain of a man against his ability to come into
the Babylon tower on the certain height level and in certain
point of its structure. “Reach the God…”- that was the aim
of the united people of Noah and it mad sense to acquire the
equipment – the Babylon tower – in accordance with its
ULF EMP radiations and characteristics approach the characteristics of the Universe.
All of lump give the opportunity to state that people
building the Babylon tower (BT) lost contact with each other because of the words pronunciation, their combinations,
shortening, changing of timbre characteristics because of the
differences between them; the burners had one color of skin,
the elite - another one, the carriers – the third one, the station
workers and accountants – the forth one, the superelite –the
fifth one, as well as CNS and electronic brain cells reorganization connected with ULF EMP of different value on different levels of BT, and that is why they stop to understand
each other and dispersed after the misunderstanding developed to the hostility over the whole world in accordance
with the characteristics of their language, skin color as well
as labor unions which were formed in compliance with the
professional origin of every person during the construction
of the Babylon tower and the presence of solidarity in pronunciation of sounds of speech and ULF EMP radiated and
understandable to every group of people.
The voice of a person as well as animal may be just
acoustic, but after the acquiring of projection of intellection
electrical processes in the form of thought expression which
obtains ULF EMP signals causing other people’s perception
and electrical signals in their brains with defined by the
speaker ULF EMP frequency, in that case, the voce becomes
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the ULF EMP with acoustic support. When people use different languages in order to communicate this reciprocal
ULF EMP stimulation does not occur because there is no
electrical comprehension of the each other’s discourse.
Whereas to examine the functional scheme of vocal apparatus starting from such indicators as muscles of respiration potency, the volume of lunges, existence of trachea, vocal chords, cannula for the larynx, pharyngeal cavity, veil of
palate, mouth cavity, and nasal cavity there will be revealed
a lot of compound form caverns in the direction of air
movement in the process of pronunciation of any phrase by
a human. Eddies within it, resonances caused by the movement of the air consisting of set of gas molecules generate,
at first, acoustic component with the set of timbres as well as
cavitational component which at the end creates not only
positive and negative consequences but also the EMP in the
range from light to ULF EMP determined by heat collision
of gas molecules and the growth of their kinetic energy.
As the result, at the process of the pronunciation of
sounds the vocal apparatus forms EMP that are used for ensuring of control over the speech by means of induced electrical signals on receptor cells of this apparatus as well as
for its radiation outwardly. Internal speech of a human has
electronic image in the CNS (brain).
Generally speaking any movement including air impulses
causes EMP including ULF EMP.
The level of the induced ULF EMP is different for every
person and that’s why there exists term hypnosis which
characteristics should only be discussed from the point of
view of aforesaid electromagnetic radiations. Just those very
radiations reach the brain of hypnotized person and create
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certain focusing in the system on turning off and on of the
CNS (refer to fig. 20)
Acoustic component has information load and may influence as hypnotism only after the habit-forming of a person
who was the target of the influence.
.

CNS

ULF EMP

acoustics
from 20 GHz to20 kHz

Fig. 20.
Verbal “binding” to a certain language installed to the
human brain from the childhood and depends on social environment and, with that, sound segments unite to syllables,
syllables unite to rhythmic groups or phonetic words,
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rhythmic phonetic words – to more complex phonetic syntagmas. The last one has intonation that indicates the goal of
the speaker and his attitude to facts and audience.
The vocal apparatus generator is electrical signals produced in the CNS and they control: muscles of respiration
strength, lungs volume, trachea, vocal cords, cannula for the
larynx, pharyngeal cavity, veil of palate, mouth cavity, nasal
cavity, and lips location.
The sound perception depends on human bazimeasurable
ear membrane that converts different audio frequencies to
electrical signal by means of neurons which work as liminal
electric device functioning every 0.001 second constituting a
filter-resonator adjusted for a certain frequency span.
The hearing parameters of a human being, as aforesaid,
although they help to survive, do not characterize the whole
picture of extensional perception by a human being of complete cycle of sound during information exchange. The
compliance of electronic matrix in CNS, i.e. language differences during contact of two people, considered being
more important. Interpretation of words and terms during
translation from one language to another gives opportunity,
in compliance with Hegelian philosophy and his dialectics,
to interpret, explain and prove everything. This language
and race differences give opportunity to escalate competition
of ideas in human (organic) world and to support ULF EMP
of necessary level by means of the chosen who have certain
electronic matrix.
The sensitiveness level of perception by a person of another person ULF EMP is connected not only with individual characteristics of each of them but also with the situation
around them. It’s especially appreciable during collective
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meetings when ULF EMP level of every member lowering
because of non- phased radiation of their brains. Meetings
may be both in presence and by mass communication media.
Resonances of ULF EMP brain radiations of such people
may cause overload of mind cells, CNS and result in as inspiration and heroic deed performance as negative consequences.
Generally speaking, biological nature of every person –
his life – is the result of distorted existence with disturbance
of organism systems by means of EMP as physical factor of
received and radiated human and physical time. Volitional
act of human biologic entity regulation often conceals during collision of these times and results unpredictably.
Transfer of speeds and ULF EMP of parts of another
World from other times cause a contact of these times. There
is no constant physical time. There are only local periods.
The World is multi-time and its certainties are combined as
matter of all things existing in the Universe.
It should be specifically mentioned that EMP’s transformations determine the time of the Universe. Since, as it was
estimated, everything around us is transformed EMP so, if
there is no EMP of energetic transformation in the space of
the Universe, as the result there is no time. Time is radiated
in space together with the EMP.
Well, as aforesaid, there may be two relative times in
space:
– positive, when processes of EMP transformation transfer from plasma to stars and planets;
– negative, when hard planet, stars, and interstellar
structures transform to plasma and then to EMP (negative
doesn’t mean bad).
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They exist simultaneously in different “points” of the
Universe and there exist constant interaction between
them, and the result of such interaction may be chaos and
uncertainty that is stagnation.
At our period positive time dominates and now by
means of EMP and codes of Universe existence defined a
program of our life on the Earth and in Solar system.
After the birth of a man his parameters are installed by
means of EMP including intellectual and increasing the
possibility to “survive”.
So to speak, the present period has positive time for a
man
It should be mentioned that a man after the end of his life
transfers to outburst of the EMP on certain frequency where
encoded “parameters” of life installations and level of his
(man’s) importance for the Universe, i.e. transformations
goes in a negative way.
It expresses in the following way: from electronic state to
the CNS of an adult person and to the childhood through intermediate states of life particularly for everyone.
The conclusion is forced upon us concerning a possibility
of preparation of the Earth for migration (it will be discussed
later), there were executed experimenting order to create
new kinds of animal that would have been able to bear the
burden of “quartz treatment” of EMP of the Universe. Let’s
remember dinosaurs and other similar animals. Only biomechanic system of apeman kind received maximum possibilities of “survival” with the amendment of intellectual qualities through EMP.
The term “survival” in this case means multifactor system of internal and external being of a person including in100

tellectual one, and in consideration of different influences its
main goal is the safeguarding of a person and his organism’
structures as part of the system of resolving the problem of
the universe concerning our World transformation including
the Solar system and other World.
The human being is a person with a certain potencies that
implement themselves during his actions in any country existing on the Earth. Ordinary even a person that obtains a
high level social position has not very big potencies taking
into account competition with other people and human organism reserves. However, the universal function of the human being requires fulfillment of a certain “unconscious”
actions capable to assist the fulfillment of this function.
Its fulfillment requires a person to get and transform by
means of his organism the following:
- power impulse through ULF EMP of convectional and
cavitational processes within the Earth, Moon, Sun, and other planets of the Solar system, variety of fields and radiation
exposures, secondary exposure of the atmosphere, electrical
processes in the organism caused by food, water, and air;
- informational rhythms through books, TV, and radio,
rhythms given from birth and stipulated by certain characteristics of external actions during conception and birth of a
human projected on social orientations –laws, public point
of view, and formed personal ideology defined by goals detection within and outside himself;
- electrical, magnetic, strain gauge- and other signals
received by sensing devices (BAT, BAZ, and etc.) of human organism and transformed to the signals adjusting the
condition of cardiovascular system, central nervous sys101

tem (CNS) and having opportunity to desynchronize inner
reactions of the organism;
- mechanisms of decision making with instinctive and
reflectory motivations given to a person after the birth and
developed during replenishment of information on unconscious level;
- resonance characteristics of cells massifs of different
biological tissues and systems of the organism in whole,
changes in physical time which is determined in the present case as succession of transformation of energy in diversity of its qualitative characteristics;
- osmotic and diffusive processes in the Universe of the
main elements H +, H2, He, that involve cosmic space,
stars, planets and human organism.
During life, the human organism energy of different
types, rhythm and influences characteristics metamorphose on the basis of physical physique of a person and
inner synchronization of system and organism in whole as
well as during social processes in the society with specific
religious basis where a person lives in his extensional existence.
Special mention must be made of the conception
“word” or human speech in a certain language.
As aforesaid, any “word” except of linguistic-logical
meaning includes within the process of EMP radiation.
Creative potential of the “word” is as much that bears
converting characteristics. The Word of God transforms
human World. The “word” of men of God (chosen) trans102

forms space around him and bears the impress of the history.
It’s often happening that only verbal parameters of the
“word” and not EMP characteristics radiated at the moment of speech are estimated. ULF EMP of encephalon of
a person may control the will of many people. It’s most noticeable during hypnotic political shows organized in the society and in clinical practice specifically. Even lowfrequency components of the hypnotist voice quality pronouncing the “word” transform to electrical signals of ULF
EMP with frequency similar to ULF EMP radiated from
planets and stars of the Universe through the CNS of the
hypnotized person and they allow to control both as a single
person as societies. It’s possible that by such people and
their “word” history and social processes are made aiming
the “survival” of human kind.
Level of signals radiated by human brain, if we take into consideration the aforesaid, may be small in power and
unstable in phase and frequency and that is typical in
times of maladjustment of public world and religious processes.
By means of world religion the worldwide conceptions
of construction of system of life on the Earth where, on
the first view, the economic aspect prevails the humanity
unconscious but controlled from outside adjusts on most
possible characteristics if the radiated signal governing
environment overcoming of the original structure of the
World.
It should be mentioned that together with the swell of
population of the World the possibility of synchronization
of this signal reducing as well as creative function of a
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human within the borders of his activities but the level of
survival of a human as organism is increasing.
Development of the variants of Worlds took place
through a human and his Brain because many variants of
existing of the Universe are recorded in his brain, so he
probably regulates processes in the Universe absorbing
much energetic recourse.
It should be noticed that human Brain has big antenna
field for study and receiving of necessary information, the
squire of the cerebral hemispheres cover of a person
reaches 450 thousand cen 2 (number of neurons in six-ply
cover of a person reaches 10 – 14 billions). This information, as aforesaid, may transfer on ULF EMP, and the
data got by means of encephalograph for diagnostics in medical institutions are harmonics of the main signal. In case if
we assume that brain radiates several million watts of ULF
EMP, then multiplied it even by 1 billion of people on Earth
we get a considerable signal with 1 000 kW power which
may influence processes occurring as in Solar system so
as in the Universe in case of possible systematic phasing
of radiated impulses.
The meaning of physiological reactions of generalized
transformations of electroencephalogram cannot be determined by just the electrophysiological methods but only
with compliance with other methods of research specified
by one word – the capabilities assessment of survival of a
person, or rather human organism, and the reached results
must be traced to one denominator. The denominator that
could have justifies the low frequency α-, β-, and another
fluctuation of rhythms as well as poorly studied so called
slow rhythms. This denominator is something the human
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brain permanently radiates as a signal of a stable ultra-low
EMP that combines with ULF EMP of the Earth, planet,
Sun, and other cosmic formations. The resonances and updating of ULF EMP of any of these objects are possible.
The oppression or activation of rhythms changes or
suppression of their separate values do not afford ground
for claiming that the main radiated frequency has deviations. For this purpose we will try to explore spectral
characteristics of human brain rhythms.
Up to 20% of all volume of blood transfers to the human brain and it suggests great energetic requirements for
its work.
It also should be mentioned that a normal person uses
about 5-10% of his brain potential during activities, it corresponds only to 2% of total energy it gets. That is why
it’s quite possible that 18% of the organism energy falls
within ULF EMP radiation in cosmic space pursuing the
aim described above. It’s possible that neurons fulfill functions that are not only connected with the survival of the organism, i.e. operative, but also work in order to get common
concise result when the united panhuman brain similar to a
big computer which aims is totally unknown. Of course, 40
– 50 m2 of antenna field of human brain should also accepts
the information from space systems and managing Mind
and, first of all, from planets of the Solar system. Revision
of this information, updating of frequency and phase radiations are preceded by the human brain permanently and irrespective of his wishes.
It is displayed on figure 21.
Figure 21 displays that heart controlled by electromagnetic heart generator (sinoatrial node or Zeitgeber con105

trolled from outside) function as pump supplying other
systems of the organism as well as human brain. Theoretically, generator-synchronizer of pulses generates pulses
(or harmonic components) which go to energy storage unit
and then to the structure of the antenna field wherethrough
the pulse of the human brain radiates as ULF EMP.
Their synchronization and phasing theoretically executed using religious views, preys, political guidelines
connected with some rituals, or just certain type of mentality wherein specified codes of brain structure adjustment are hidden.
In case of unsynchronization and phasing failure, the
modulations of signals radiated by massifs of people are
possible and that causes deviations of the main ULF EMP
frequency radiated by brain. Generally speaking, all living
things except human being has a right to exist first of all for
human’s good and “experiments” on development either living systems on the Earth should be connected with the harmony of planets of the Solar system, Sun, and human brain
as the harmonist of all these structures and transformations.
Lost of knowledge about the World around us, Universe, the absence of uniformity including religious one in
minds of people result in uncontrolled transformation on
the Earth such as cooling, warming, earthquakes, typhoons and other cataclysms in Nature which include wars
and revolutions.
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EMP interferences of industrial nature may distort ULF
EMP of a human and the answer from “Space” and that may
lead to deregulation of the human organism and as the result
to illnesses.
Astrologic writings of the East as well as Chinese and
other philosophers of different civilizations on the Earth intuitively gave opportunity to predict character of a person,
event of his life and so on. This intuition wasn’t based on
any science achievements; obviously, they were come down
from father to son starting from first settlers – people on the
Earth.
In case we tern to the past, the pyramids built in ancient
times and spread across the Earth constitute reception (transfer) antennas functioning on ultra-low frequencies. The
higher pyramids, the bigger its KPD (degree of efficiency).
Directionality diagram of such pyramid as antenna has
round shape and that provides opportunity to receive and
transfer signals in broad range of ULF EMP during motion
of the Earth.
If we place human’s pyramids as focus radiator in geometric center it will become possible to increase significantly the area of antenna field of his brain. For example, the
Great Pyramid has square area of about 44 thousand m2, its
thousand fold the cover of the human brain. In case we
calculate resonances of such antenna, it will be obvious
that they are quite close to ULF EMP resonances of the Sun
as internal convectional processes as Solar rotation round
its axes.
Apparently, the ancient human knowing and gradually
“forgetting” his destination, as was mentioned above, built
pyramids for the purpose of intensified updating of space
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processes and that was realized in religious form of worship of Sun-God in different images.
It is possible that a person – Pharaoh or priest – was
placed in geometrical center of the pyramid and stayed
there for a certain period of time that allowed executing
feed-back mentioned earlier. In the process this particular
person got information (program) necessary for survival
and development of civilization on the Earth.
It’s possible that ziggurats of the “Moon” were adjusted on UN frequencies of Moon rotation around the Earth
and its axes.
Inside the human being there are kept variants of development (under our understanding) and destruction as the Solar system so as the whole Universe.
Observation of rhythms of the Universe is “quartzed” on
the human brain. This is his Universal purpose. Of course,
the feed-back of structure rearrangement of the Universe
transforming through electromagnetic substance is duplicated repeatedly which includes atomic level, level of H+, H2,
and He.
Participation of the High Power in this scheme is obligatory. And let’s remember Iconographic scenes of Moses’ contact with the High Power, arrival of Jesus Christ
on the Earth partly as electromagnetic radiation.
The danger for human organism as physiological object
caused not by ultralow-frequency EMP but by their deviations that influence the stability of human systems especially the cardiological system which is the example of
generator of ULF EMP constructed on generation of EMP
by cavitational processes inside vessels.
It’s necessary to mention medical problems, if the afore109

said will be confirmed, because ULF EMP generation or
physical influence of ULF EMP suppose a certain structure
of organism systems which require special physical and
medical researches. These researches may help to dispose of
many illnesses, may be even by means of simple medical
technologies.
As far as medicine at the present time provides treatment
of consequences of human organism maldevelopment during
his “healthy” life, there may be done some assumptions
which could considerably reduce the risk of illnesses of people especially cardio- and oncological one in case of the actual corroboration of these assumptions.
The main reason of disorganization of normal life cycle
of a human is considered to be electromagnetic processes
progressing around his organism and radiated by different
sources, mostly of industrial and military purpose. Then it’s
necessary to observe ecological problems and try to understand that they are not so much expressed in the fact that a
person breathes in polluted air, drinks low-grade water, and
etc., but in the fact that polluted air and water do not give
him to receive in full the replenishment of ULF EMP from
the environment for correcting of internal processes in the
organism: electrolytic and electrical including cardiological
systems and genie structures. Such deregulation causes uncontrolled growth of cancerous cellular structures.
It is possible that flights of satellites and planes influence
human organism similarly because they cross and distort
normal processes of resonance of organism structures and
the environment.
Long ago intuitively a person determined possibility of
healing influence of physical factors on his organism as if
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pulls out positive effect from context of total effect of such
influence. And they are mostly are negative, all the more the
proportioned ones, because their influence on human organism is still scientifically unproved. Thereafter the diagnostics of illnesses with the use of powerful magnetic fields
(NMR) and ultrasonic radiation (US) is also problematic.
The consequences of aforesaid influences on human organism are serious illnesses.
It is necessary to be concerned with “preservation” of the
health for exclusion of aforesaid negative consequences
through:
- studying of ULF EMP radiation and signals regulating
the functioning of human organism as well as creation of
electronic system disposing of distortions of modern electromagnetic “civilization”;
- decrease of physical action pressure for medical treatment of human organism during his life span;
- decrease of industrial and military EMP around human
environments.
All aforesaid requires correcting of such concept as life
cycle of human organism in plans of highly developed countries, planning of quitting the raised situation and lowering
of the levels of caused factors of illnesses, as aforesaid.
As many researches demonstrate, electrical human brain
activity reveals in the following main rhythms of electroencephalogram.
Delta rhythms. Amplitude reaches 500 – 1000 uV, frequency is 5 – 3 GHz.
Alpha rhythms. Amplitude is not constant; it varies from
0 to 120 uV. Frequency is 8 – 13GHz.
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Beta rhythms. Frequency is 14-40 GHz with amplitude 550 uV.
Gamma rhythm occupies diapason from 40 to 100 GHz
and higher.
Theta rhythms. Frequency is 3-7 GHz with amplitude
140-20 uV.
Mu rhythms and lambda waves. Mu rhythm has frequency of 9 ± 2 GHz with amplitude 20 – 40 uV. Lambda
waves may be observed in form of a single positive vibrations sometimes succeeded by negative phase with period
250ms and frequency 4 GHz.
All aforesaid allows speaking about rhythms of the brain
as certain spectral components of the signal that was mentioned earlier.
If we try to construct spectral characteristic of supposed
signal based on brain rhythms, it will be as follows (refer to
fig. 22).
Range “X” for the present does not have strict measurements and require scientific study of rhythms and value
measurement.
Value of harmonic frequencies and potentials of encephalon’s signals reflected at table 2.
The graph of magnitude of electric potential of encephalon’s rhythms reflected at fig. 23.
In consideration of the aforesaid in fig. 23 and table 2
and general theory of signals, it is possible to draw a conclusion concerning the form of this EM signal as by
means of inverse Fourier transform as by Hartley transform. Upon that the range “X” must be approximated basing on our assumptions. (Variants I and II are offered).
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In case we assume that α, β, θ, γ, Δ, mu и lambda are
rhythms of human brain and harmonic components of signals radiated by the brain of a person then Hartley transform will give us as follows:
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Fig.22. Spectral characteristics of assumed signal based on brain rhythms.
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Table 2
Table of signal harmonic radiated by human brain
Reference
character

1
2
2΄
3
3΄
4
5

Δ- rhythm
A- rhythm
(вновь
введенный)
θ- rhythm

2,5

Harmonica frequency(rhythm)
relatively 0 (GHz)
1,75

~ 2,2

3,5

~ 120

4

5

~ 250

B- rhythm
α- rhythm

~3
5

8,5
11

~ 20
~ 150

C- rhythm
β- rhythm
γ- rhythm

~ 2,5
26
60

13,5
27
70

~ 10
~ 20
~ 15

Brain rhythms
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Deviations
range (GHz)

Umax (microvolt)

Comments

~ 1000

–
Harmonic has
negative meaning
–
Harmonic has
negative meaning
–
Harmonic has
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–
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Fig.23. The graph of magnitude of electric potential of encephalon’s rhythms (harmonics)
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Presented on picture 18, 19.

Fig. 24. Harmonic components comparable with fig. 16
It allows saying that the main signal is as follows:

Fig. 25. Signals radiated by human brain.
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The general resume of presented materials is that: the
encephalon constantly radiates the ULF EMP during life,
and with that, the duration of frequencies are determined
on the basis of universal factors of correlation of planet
and Sun ULF EMP frequencies.
In contrast to classical electroencephalogram, the ultralow frequencies of potentials suffer drastic changes
during hypnoses immersion of a person when human
brain receives slow coding signals from hypnotizer to a
person who has no idea about it.
Besides, within the rage of 10−2 – 104 GHz at a distance from 1 mm to 1 m from a human body there are registered electric fields the source of which is bioelectric activities of the certain organs and tissues of a human. Thus,
the EKG is non-contactly registered over the chest and the
EGG over the stomach area.
The reliable data about electromagnetic radiations in
the range of 104 – 108 GHz is absent. The autologous heat
very high radiofrequency radiation of a human body begins with about 109 – 1010 GHz frequencies.
Theoretical researches demonstrate the possibility of
radiation generation in the range of 1011 – 1012 GHz by
means of coherent transfers in membrane channels between energy levels occurring in electric field of membrane potential. The estimated power of the radiation is
10−7 W/mg. It’s also assumed the generation of electromagnetic waves with frequency of 1011 GHz using cell
protein Josephson Effect. In spite of widespread and successful use of bioelectric activity registration methods for
tissues and organs of a human for resolving of application
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tasks of medicine and biology, the mechanisms of biopotentials and electromagnetic fields generation are still considered to be disputable as many researchers contend. In
exposed scheme of human connections with universal processes, this connection may be retraced or at least noted.
Obviously, almost all classical mechanisms of magnetic field generations may be seen in biological objects.
Thus, magnetic fields generated by magnetite microcrystal Fe3 O4 (natural magnetite with ferromagnetic characteristics) in bacteria, neurons of honey bees, sharks, ho ming pigeons are already measured. This ferromagnetic
was detected in suprarenal capsules of a human. It is assumed that magnetite microcrystals are of the endogenic
origin.
Magnetic fields of a person displayed on figure 26 and
his parameters displayed on table 3.
I would like to mention additionally that all the processes in the organism inexorably associated with time
within the frame of which they occur. This connection
implemented first of all through managing of these processes by means of semblance of bioelectromagnetic
generator determining biorhythmic characteristics of organism at whole functioning during its “survival” on the
Earth.
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Fig. 26. Magnetic fields of a human being:
1 – magnetocardiogram;
2 – magnetomyogram of biceps muscle of arm during
contraction;
3 – magnetooculogram of an eye during winking;
4 – magnetoencephalogram near occipital region.
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Table 3
Magnetic field B and electric potential U induction of a
human being
Vagnetic
characteristics

W,
pTl

Electric
characteristic

U,
uV

µg

50

EKG

2000

Embryo
µg

5

Embryo
EKG

20

Myogram

MMG

2

EMG

1

Okulogram

MOG

10

EOG

300

Encephalogram

MEG

1

EEG

Optically stimulated response

ZVMP

0,2

ZVEP

1000
– 50
10

Studied characteristics
Cardiogram
Embryo cardiogram

Synchronization of this biogenerator happens due to influence on sensor system of slowly changing physical factors
of cosmic-physical and geogenic nature which defines receptor generation of periodical synchronizing pulse with certain parameters. Main generator signals define working dynamics of different parts of CNS including cortical structures of encephalon which execute process management
originating in the organism. In its tern, physico-chemical
processes originating in the organism on any level are executed by means of receptor systems generation and transfer
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of signals handled in the CNS and forming the following
logic of organism work and signals generation directed outwardly.
Rump physical factors influencing organism
through receptor system form the condition of the beginning
of the processes and reactions in an organism correcting
their duration and “kuartz” the starting point faced in time
constraints of specific physiological processes and organism
functioning in whole. Described processes are considerably
clear interpreted on the electroencephalogram where second,
ten second, minute, and even hour rhythms of CNS functioning of a person are separated.
In recent years increasingly greater attention stimulates
questions of one-day, months-long, and long-term rhythmics as well as their bioelectrical principles. They were
described earlier.
Exposure duration of physical factors supports defining
role in formation of quality and quantity rates of functional shifts and corresponding counter-active resonance in
the organism. The most sensitive entities to exposure duration of either physical factor along with photoperceptors
are auditory receptors, motional receptors, and in a less
degree, nociceptors and thermoreceptors.
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Slowly changing
physical factors

Bioelectrogenerator
Quick changing physical
factors
Receptor system

CNS

Reaction in the
organism

Generation of cerebrosignal for
correction of space parameters of
planets and systems movement

Fig. 27. Principles of organism functioning in time
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Summing to the aforesaid the existing today ideas about
time as a factor connecting physical and electromagnetic
processes inter se, we shall state the following guiding principles of homeostatic processes execution and functioning of
an organism at whole:
- concept of time characterizing for living system by dialectic unity between organism life span as a unit in the environment and presence of a whole number of “time scales”
under which different processes of the organism developing
and their dynamics may be changed by means of redefinition
of character of physical exposures perceived by his sensor
system;
- for vital processes of the organism within the flame of
the environment as set of homeostatic processes and each
several process separately, the solid connection is typical
between their realization in cycle (biorhythmic) form and
form characterizing by very slow definition but at the same
time by unidirectionality of the flow of the process;
- on the one hand, time parameters of the environment
organize living conditions for biological objects, and on the
other hand, the object itself constitutes the result of its own
processes of development for a life span with generation of
signals outwardly;
- time parameters of as environment as internal processes
of biological system and these parameters conditions may
act as background where each changes are developing and as
a factor causing changes;
- organism is a system where processes happening in the
course of time and under the influence of time passed by the
whole time range of the present organism as functional unit
as well as under the influence of physical time passed during
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the period from the start point of cycles initial phases of different type of rhythmic activity (ULF EMP) defining time
parameters of reactions in the organism.
Aforesaid patterns may be confirmed by results of empirical researches and, in our case, by conditions of transformed dynamics of processes and the stream of time simulated for the CNS by means of hypnosis.
We have already specified that operational rhythms of
functional systems of human organism have frequency range
from 10-7 to 103 GHz. Thus, more than 300 functional systems of the organism work in circadian, circadian(0,86·10 5
Гц), or about monthly (0,2·10 -7 GHz) rhythms.
Experiencing of time acceleration during hypnosis
emerges objectively in the form of general woodiness,
tension and are often accompanied by visible effort of
hand tremor, by increasing of breathing rate till 30-40 respiratory movements per minute, facial expression of extreme anxiety and worry.
As we can see on figure 28, the infusion of accelerated
in 5 times passage of time causes pretty obvious increment
of pulse frequency and tendency to the cardiac acceleration reveals after 3- minutes after the significant infusion
and during 10-12 minutes of experiment grow at the average
on 23% relative to pretest data in the awake state.
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Cardiac rate
α-rhythm,
GHz

(stroke per min.)

α-rhythm
(frequency)
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← Lowering of time in 5
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t

Fig. 28. Change of pulse and α-rhythm frequencies during hypnosis of accelerated t > in 5 times and slowed t >
in 5 times within the given
period of time.
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In such cases individual shift of pulse frequency oscillated in
reasonably wide limits: during one case there was no rise in
pulse frequency, and during others it raised from 5 to 60%
and more. Infusion of slowed in 5 times passage of time led
during the same period to some reduction of pulse frequency
in comparison with the previous step of experiment, though
it always was a little higher than pretest data.
Along with considered earlier circulatory responses during infusion of changed passage of time we shall note reaction of the CNS registered in the same experiments.
During infusion of passage of time acceleration, on the
EEG of most probationers was recognized the increase of index (at average on 10% concerning the calm hypnotic
trance) and decrease of -rhythm amplitude per 3 uV. The
increase of -rhythm from 9,5 to 10,5 – 11 GHz was recognized about one of the probationers.
Experiencing of slowed passage of time is also affecting
EGG: amplitude of -rhythm raised slightly, the tendency to
decreasing of -rhythm occurred. In the front leads of the
probationers occurred groups of slow ruffling (6 GHz – rhythm).
The mentioned EGG changes among probationers caused
by infusion of different speed of times passage were accompanied by adequate shift in pulse and breath frequency
which raise sharply during “accelerated” times passage and
decline during the “slowed” one.
All that suggests possible shifting of human organism
rhythms in defined limits compared with correlation of diurnal rhythm of the Earth to “moon” day rhythms.
Its possible that selectness under the Bible, in case we do
not discuss mystic explanation as in the Old Testament as the
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New Testament, is first of all the enjoyment of unique electromagnetic field generated as the result of reading, rhythmics,
style, expression of thoughts, and presentation of the Bible and
other religious documents.
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Chapter 7.
The formation of the Solar system
and Earth
For consideration of variants of controlled processes in
the Solar system we shall return to one of the variants of the
Solar system and Earth origination (picture 30).
The penetration of EMP from another world to our space
could have happened in form of globular plasma formation
and spread over the volume of our World originating the filling by matter. It should be mentioned that plasma bundles in
form of unknown objects which are often discovered near
such EMP sources as military objects and has forms appropriate to high-frequency plasma comparable with lowfrequency plasma of globular discharges.

Space of another
World

Our World

Borders between Worlds

Point of EMP generation

Fig. 30.
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These bunches radiating EMP became the source of stars
and planets stabilized in space by rotation around axes and
each other with EMP radiation. Planets induration is only
possible at times of stable characteristics of such rotation
and creation of solid electromagnetic stream generated by
planets and stars in conducting medium filled with H+, H2,
He, and other particles.
Intermutual frequency-response ULF EMP connection of
planet and star systems allows speaking of approximate understanding of their inertial mechanism, though their mutual influence is obvious. For example, Sun bursts control magnetic field of the Earth and frequency of its rotation around axes and Sun by means of ULF EM pulses.
Though many people, while observing the movements of
these processes consensual high frequency components,
consider only negative parameters of this process.
As to the rest cosmic space, everything is analogous
with one difference: we can calculate speed and energetic
characteristics of movement of the Earth, but mechanisms of motor control (of all planets) may be considered
by the science only approximately. Though it’s obvious,
that process of this regulation of any planet connected
both with the Sun and interplanetary regulation. How
does it happen?
The scheme of regulation is offered, that is for example Earth rotations around the Sun and solar activity in a
certain period over 4, 11, 22 years - highly active years
and with conditions of the feedback that reflects specific
parameters of the Earth.
Every second the Sun radiates to the cosmic space energy equivalent to approximately 4 billions ton of mass.
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This energy originates during merging of four nuclei of
hydrogen, protons into nuclei of helium; the reaction runs
during several stages and its sum result may be written
by this equation:

411H   24He 2   2e  26,7 Mev .
The last occurrence that got a title “solar wind” was discovered relatively not long ago during exploration of cosmic
space by means of artificial Earth satellites.
It was found that especially strong gusts of this “wind”
appear during chromospheric bursts.
After reaching the Earth, the steam of protons seized by
it magnetic field causes polar lights and disturb radio communication, the “solar wind” causes a real danger for astronauts.
Is it the only influence of the stream of nuclei of solar
hydrogen on the Earth? Obviously, it is not. In the first
place, stream of protons originates secondary cosmic rays
reaching the surface of the Earth; in the second place, magnetic storms may influence vital processes; in the third
place, nuclei of hydrogen captured by magnetic field of the
Earth cannot help but affect to it exchange of masses with
the space.
Today within the crust of earth every 100 atoms contain
17 atoms of hydrogen. But there exists almost no free hydrogen on the Earth: it’s included to water compositions,
minerals, coal, oil, and living beings. Only volcanic gases
contain hydrogen which dissipates in atmosphere as the result of diffusion. Since the average speed of thermal movement of molecules of hydrogen is very high because of their
small mass – it’s close to second cosmic speed – these mole131

cules fly from atmosphere to the cosmic space.
Let’s suppose the presence of He, H in atmosphere that
may be distinguished by discharge from the core of the
Earth in its volume pointing the necessity of energy nourishment of Earth. This energy nourishment executed by atmosphere processes on the Earth and its active components
are also He and H.
The main element of interstellar environment is hydrogen, it composes 70% of its mass, 28% is helium and rest
2% are other elements. About half of hydrogen mass of the
Universe exists in molecular form and other part exists as
neutral atoms and ions. The last ones appear to be the element, the “conductor”, of this chain of feedback.
Atomic hydrogen radiates 21 s wave-lengths thanks to
which the data about distribution of atomic hydrogen was
received. Recombination radiations on frequency of 8 872,5
GHz that is radio line of hydrogen n91 → n90 (H90α). There
possibly exist variants of the assessment of radiant power of
hydrogen on these frequencies.
The mass of the Sun is in 750 times bigger than the mass
of all planets of the Solar system and of course it stabilizes
the Solar system planet movements, all the more, the energy
fillness of the Sun enormously exceeds the one of all planets
taken together. This influence of the Sun on Solar system
planets shall be identified as direct link and execution of the
feedback, i.e. from planets to the Sun and in the considered
example from the Earth to the Sun, there must be distinguished mechanisms of indication of planets ULF EMP and
certain locator sensors for perception of H+ and its stream
from particular planet.
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The decrease of speed of any planet rotation around the
Sun or around its axes reduces energy component of the
planet and that determine the increase of the stream of hydrogen as well as to the Sun. Sun atmosphere in its tern is
originated and restrained in the form that exists depending on
masses streams of H+ from different planets. In case of reception of intensified stream of H+ from the planet, the atmosphere of the Sun conditionally deforms and as the result
it causes sunspots and solar prominences that form and intensify resistance to this incoming field H+ expressed in “solar wind” influencing planets by their magnetic fields and
increasing speed of planets rotation around the Sun or
around axes. The appearance of Sun bursts means splash of a
great mass of plasma - energy that moves in interstellar space
by means of “solar wind”, and after the encountering with
magnetic field of the Earth, as ionized mass, it gives a pulse
to this “sailing ship of the Universe” causing the increase of
the speed of rotation of the Earth around axes and in an orbit
around the Sun.
The feedback existing between the Earth and Sun is executed through several chains that will be described hereafter
which includes the atomic level. Decreasing and increasing
of the stream of H+ , that reflects decreasing and increasing
of the movement speed of the Earth around axes, is transferred trough cosmic space, accumulate within the flames of
the Sun and provoke changes of ULF EMP as aforesaid.
For example, it worth to mention the fact, that under the
recent researches of origination of “ozone holes”, the main
active component causing their appearance was H+. In accordance with these researches, the underflows of H2 and
methane from fractures of mid-ocean ridges and cracks in
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continents are the reason of their origin and they are situated
in regions of Antarctica, Iceland, Red Sea, Hawaiian Islands,
and Lake Baikal and White Sea regions.
The intensity of these streams depends on magma flow
conditions and general movement of nuclear reaction inside
the Earth in common.
As aforesaid, such mutual relations exist between the Sun
and other planets.
Automatic regulation or rather such hypothesis of regulation allows to suggest the possibility of the influence of the
Sun on condition of the atmosphere and human as organism
and intellectual object.
It also may be assumed that Solar system ULF EMP that
acknowledge and regulate movements of the planets on their
axes “do not allow” alien bodies (comet are considered to be
“one's own”) to interfere inside the system distinguishing
signals by type “friend-or-foe”, but it also “does not release”
its own bodies to the Distant space. In other words, there is
the ULF EMP field around the Solar system and its called
gravitational field realized by means of ULF EMP.
This balance and system of feedbacks does not allow the
Sun to transform to the gas cloud and allots uniform speed
as of orbit around the Sun as of rotation around axes. These
are indicative (qualitative) components of the process of the
Solar system stable existence. In a quality manner they are
expressed in energy and frequency components of revolve of
all planets and the Sun around axes and of planets around
the Sun. And the mutual influence of planets on each other
by electromagnetic radiations which may freely pass through
ionosphere is a different story. Generally speaking, the ionosphere obviously is plasma massive that interacts with plas134

ma inside the Earth by means of magnetic and electric field
and that originates gravitation or gravitational field of the
Earth. After the leaving of ionosphere any object leaves
gravitational field as an object consisting of the “cold”
plasma, ordinary metal composed of electrons, protons, and
molecules. It may be compared with globular discharge that
may freely move on any level. Its analogue may be considered to be the loaded space vehicle with useful cargo directed to the cosmic space by a human.
Energy and frequency of ULF EMP signal of the Solar
system originate gravitation in the Solar system and signal
with definite aforesaid characteristics for contact with other
Systems and galaxies.
The revolving of the Solar system around conventional
axes together with other galaxies is conditioned hereby.
Interconnected stable existence of planets, systems, galaxies, and whole Universe is distinguished by the system of
feedbacks in energy and frequency specter.
At the same time the frequency range may exist in ULF
EMP of every planet, though their energy volume differs.
The Sun radiates low-mass particles because it rotates mostly around its axes (and plus deviations of this rotation). It we
stop revolving of any planet around the Sun, it shall begin to
radiate the same low-mass particles and it is especially subject to Jupiter, Saturn, and Neptune.
That is why the balance of planetary movement is regulated from the Sun by means of stream of particles which
stabilized their movement around their axes and the Sun by
magnetic fields. The feedback is executed by low-mass particles (H+ и others), as it was aforesaid, which easily reach
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the Sun and cause misbalance or, as catalyst, cause flares of
definite direction.
There also exist ways of reverse change of accumulated
solid substance consisting of different elements to plasma
and EMP, and this are nuclear and thermonuclear processes.
The percussive wave during execution of such processes is
used in nuclear and hydrogen bombs.
The scheme of correlation of sizes of physical objects
and frequencies connected with their existence is qualitatively displayed on fig. 31.
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Gravitation at the bottom is distinguished by ULF EMP
because every (as aforesaid) body or elementary particle has
its own radiation frequency but power of this radiation constitutes it energy constituent depending on energy balance of
a body.

For the Earth it is:
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Where r – the distance between centers of the Sun and
Earth, k – gravitation constant equal to 6,67 ∙ 10−11 m3/ kg с2.
This formula disproves classical Newton formula of
gravitation of the planets where gravitation is only determined by mass of the Sun, Earth and the distance between
them.
Earth
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Then we shall consider helium as part of the cosmic
structure of the Universe.
Obviously, all planets of the Solar system contain radiogenic helium (generated during alpha-desintegration) and
large ones also contain relict helium from space. Helium
largely presented in the Jupiter atmosphere: under some information it composes 33, and under another – 17%.
Nuclei of helium are synthesized in conditions of star
temperatures from protons as the result of thermonuclear
processes releasing 175 billion kilowatt-hour of energy on
every kilogram of helium.
Reaction of helium synthesis is the base of energy activities of stars and their radiation. The synthesis of helium may
be considered to be an ancestor of all reactions in nature,
source of life, light, heat, and meteorological phenomena on
the Earth.
Helium is not always the result product of stellar synthesis. Under the theory of professor D.A. Frank-Kamenetsky,
the successive nuclei fusion of helium originates 8Be, 12C,
16
O, 20Ne, 24Mg, and the capture by these nuclei of protons
H+ causes generation of other nuclei. For synthesis of heavy
elements nuclei up to transuranic it is required particular ultra-high temperatures which develop on unstable “new” and
“super” stars or intercosmic plasma.
Helium is the best current and ULF EMP conductor and
secondary, after hydrogen, heat conductor among gases. Its
heat capacity is very high and viscosity is very low.
At the same time helium is inert, light, movable gas that
easily conducts heat.
Helium is contained in volcanic gases.
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Supply of helium on the Earth evaluated as 5 ∙ 1014 m3;
in accordance with calculations for 2 billion of years it was
originated in the crust of earth ten times as big as much. This
divergence of theory and practice is quite explained. Helium
is light gas and like hydrogen (though slowly) it escapes
Earth’s atmosphere to world space. Obviously, for the time
being of the Earth helium of our planet repeatedly regenerated – the old one escaped to the space and the fresh one, “exhaled” by the Earth, came to the atmosphere.
The lithosphere contains helium at least in 200 thousand
times more than the atmosphere; even bigger quantity of potential helium is kept inside the Earth, in its radioactive elements.
Energy of Earth except already known parameters has
EMP of convection flows of liquid metals or plasma streams
as well as UL frequency. Penetrating through dense layers of
the Earth they can possibly partly define the gravitation of
the Earth. This is reflected in the fact that free fall acceleration is bigger on equator, it’s also bigger on that territories
of the Earth where depth of dense pads is minimal.
Apparently, the Earth was at proper time “irregular”
planet in the Solar system as the Venus, the “correction” of
its characteristics required the procedure of “growing in” into the center of the Earth by means of directed stream of
ULF EMP inside plasma formation necessary for formation
of its characteristics somewhere at the region of Pacific
Ocean. After that the Earth increased in size and gather form
that can be observed today. Before that the Earth has a single structure of a sold sphere with the range of 3 – 4 thousand km with waters about 1-1,5 km depth over all surface
of the Earth.
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Plasma formations inside the Earth are the “engine” of
rotation around its axes and to some extends around the Sun.
Regulation of positive chronotropism is distinguished by Solar bursts and resonances on ULF EMP frequencies. TheoN
retically, all processes inside the Earth looks like that (refer
to fig. 32).
2

1

Earth
S

Fig. 32.
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At that time convectional flows (streams) of magma
(mixture of metals and gases) (2 on fig. 32) move through
the center of the Earth to the northern pole and than through
½ of perimeter of the Earth to the southern pole; at the central part of the earth there exists thermonuclear plasma toroid (1 fig. 32) situating in magnetic trap of power lines, existing magnetic and electric whirlwinds in convectional and
cavitational streams.
Electromagnetic component of the earth perhaps is exactly the product of cavitation in streams of lava. So and in no
other way during cooling of magma on poles there may be
reached stability of temperature peak in toroid (thermonuclear reactor) where the same processes as inside the Sun
occurs.
Internal energy of the Earth except temperature parameters is used on generation of gravitation of crust of earth to
cavitational flows of magma as well on generation of ULF
EMP which condition gravitational characteristics of the
Earth that are distinguished as electrostatic forces.
ULF EMP of the Earth depends on internal processes as
well as external ULF EMP of other planets especially the
Sun, Jupiter, and Moon.
Convectional and cavitational flows of high energetic in
case of any ULF EMP frequency deviation may cause on the
continents and oceans junction and lower regions of continents earthquakes, whose predictors are considered to be
changes of ULF EMP frequencies with the increasing of
harmonic components of over-frequency.
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Electric power of heavy residue inside the Earth contains
energy in thousand times more than energy transferred
through crust of Earth to water and atmosphere.
Everything is happening because of intrusion of heavy
residues of metals to the surface of the Earth, during this the
gas residues shifts or diffuses to heavy residue taking into
account great internal pressure caused by transfer of heavy
residues and closed nature of cavities or persistence of transfer of the magma high layers. This process is similar to processes of explosions in the atmosphere of the Sun when energy is ejected outside the Sun.
In case of the Earth, these processes covered by earth
shell which can endure this penetration of heavy metals,
they are determined by earthquakes and hurricanes on the
surface of the Earth.
Processes may develop in the following way (fig. 33,
34):

Shift of subcrustal structure
Percussive wave (90º) to the surface of the Earth

Penetration of heavy residues of melted metals

Fig. 33. First variant (side view)
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Heavy melted residues of
heavy metals

Its rotation in case of filling of the cavern by light
metals and gases

Fig.34. Second variant (top view),
in case of hurricanes and whirlwinds and so on.
Second variant causes continuous earthquakes by means
of numerous impacts on borders of plates deepen in magma
(mostly its mountain groups) and hurricanes on the firm
ground, storms, and hurricanes in the sea. In this case the
level of intensity effects of rotation of magmatic layer on the
surface structures such as water and air are distinguished by
its solidity and moisture which transfer electric characteristics to these structures that allow current structures of magma, whose rotating frequency refer to ULF EMP, interact as
induced ULF EMP from magma structures to surface structures.
Then the reverse influence of activated structures of the
water and atmosphere took place on magmatic layer. Attenuation of magma spinning motions occurs in case of penetration of heavy hyperthermal fractions in more light fractions
as well as during its cooling-down.
Distribution of convectional flows from the center of the
Earth to the surface may differs in composition – light ele143

ments and substances that are near surface; the heavy ones
are located near the center and have gas-metallic structure.
Layer by layer temperature exchange happens in several
stages. There may be from 3 to several tens.
Later we shall display frequency interactions of the
Earth, planets, and Sun in table 4.
Table 4
ULF EMP
object
Sun or planets

f ULF EMP
Rotating frequency around its axes

1
2
3

Mercury
Venus
Earth

2 ∙ 10−7 GHz
0,47 ∙ 10−7 GHz
111 ∙ 10−7 GHz

4

Mars

111 ∙ 10−7 GHz

5

Jupiter

463 ∙ 10−7 GHz

6
7

Saturn
Neptune

0,3 ∙ 10−7 GHz
178 ∙ 10−7 GHz

8

Pluto

0,33 ∙ 10−7 GHz

9

Moon
Sun

0,05 ∙ 10−7 GHz
around its own
axes
4,63 ∙ 10−7 GHz
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f ULF EMP s
Rotating frequency of a
planet around
the Sun
1,3 ∙ 10−7 GHz
0,5 ∙ 10−7 GHz
0,32 ∙ 10−7
GHz
0,17 ∙ 10−7
GHz
0,026 ∙ 10−7
GHz
1,1 ∙ 10−9 GHz
0,19 ∙ 10−9
GHz
0,125 ∙ 10−9
GHz
−
−

Dependence of the ULF EMP frequency of planets during their movement around the Sun is displayed on fig. 35.
Later, fig. 36 displays the dependence of ULF EMP during rotation of the Sun and planets around their axes from
their distance to the Sun. It is seen the conformity for all
planets of the Solar system except the rotation of the Earth
around axes that must be in several times smaller in case we
consider the offered characteristics as the true one (look at
the point K on fig. 29). Once again it proves the assumption
about rearrangement of parameters of ULF EMP for creation
of convenient conditions for “survival” of a person and organic civilization in whole on the Earth.
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f ULF EMP,
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S (disproportionate
scale)

Fig. 35. Dependence of ULF EMP during the rotation of the Sun and planets around their axes from their distance to the Sun
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f ULF EMP,
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Fig. 36. Dependence of ULF EMP during the rotation of the Sun and planets around their axes from
their distance to the Sun

Chapter 8. About ULF EMP
at the Earth’s atmosphere
The main object of the further consideration will be results of measuring of so called low-frequency processes in
crust of the Earth and atmosphere which lead to ULF
EMP.
Lightning, their ULF EMP are the results of global
electro-atmosphere and electro deep earth processes that
are determined by the balance of electric current in atmosphere and this is described by the model of Wilson and in
the magma of the Earth.
As long as atmosphere and surface of the Earth including seas and oceans are electrically conductive, thunderstorm clouds as well as massifs of “air” in the upper regions that is ionosphere and magnetosphere are current
generators. Similarly, magma streams and its every flow,
cooling down thermonuclear reactor (at the depths of the
Earth) are the source of current.
The transfer of the charges in the upper regions
through layers of air ionizable masses, part of them are
visually sensed by a person as thunders, most of this transitions are invincible but their influence on atmosphere
processes occurs at the first time. They cause most climate
changes in a certain point of the earth. These transfers
have strictly defined ripple frequencies which lie in the
range of ULF EMP and are expressed in huge electrical
currents and their concentration in atmosphere are not uniform, that is why in case of increase of the current solidi148

ty of the certain level there originates thunders in a number of 1800 and their total charge reaches 2000 A.
On the assumption of the aforesaid it is supposed that total current of transfer charges in atmosphere from the
charged layers to the Earth is by an order of magnitude
greater.
Such electrostatic “interactions” of these layers and surface of the Earth attract atmosphere electrostaticly to the
Earth, and the pressure of the atmosphere on the certain area
of the Earth has electrostatic character.
Inside the Earth melted streams of magma, metals, and
gases determined by the generator of thermonuclear reaction
during its movement originate electric field which after a
certain points of earth surface with minimal electric impedance connects with electric fields of atmosphere transfers,
and now they compensate part of these transfers, and then on
the contrary reinforce them to the extend of violation of integrity of crust of earth trough volcanoes and breaks.
Equivalent electric scheme of volume current chains of
the certain regions of the Earth’ surface is displayed on fig.
37.
On fig. 37: 1 – atmosphere generators;
2 – inter-earth stream-magnetic generators;
R1 – internal impedance of generators 1;
R2 – impedance of interlayer atmosphere;
R3 – impedance of ionosphere and magnetosphere;
R4 – impedance of atmosphere layers during the thunder
charge;
R5 – impedance of the surface of the Earth, seas, and
oceans;
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R6 – impedance between atmosphere and earth surface
generators;
R7, R8 – impedance of magma stream inside the Earth;
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R9 – internal impedance of the current generator inside
the Earth;
I1, I2 – currents of generators charges (may have different
directions).
As aforesaid, in accordance with the scheme 30, currents
I1 and I2 may compensate each other but in certain conditions this compensation can fail to do and in the contrary
there happens a composition of these currents that will result
with consideration of this currents ULF EMP to tensions:
the stream phenomena may occur in the sea and air, tornados and typhoons, there also may be originated the “produced” earthquakes or slowdown (increase) of the speed
of magma streams. Of course, a lot depends on currents
vector and rates of every current.
The scheme offered on fig. 37 explains the existence of
poles of the Earth and magnetic field.
There also exists background processes in the crust of
earth which are considered to be permanent and temporary
variations of geophysical fields of random nature (cyclones,
deformation of the crust of earth, level of ground waters
wells, concentration of chemical elements in the ground waters, gases release intensity, electrical resistance of earth
materials, intensity of ambient seismic noise, atmospheric
pressure and etc.) with significant period from several
minutes to several months or even years (top limit of radiant
periods depends on the duration of the observations).
Background processes occurs both in seismic and not
seismic regions and obviously appear to be information
holder about processes occurring in the overlays of the crust
of earth including the ones preparing geo-catastrophes
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(earthquakes, rock burst) including in the unstudied part of
specter of ULF EMP.
Seismic processes in the solid Earth are accompanied by
processes on the Sun, Earth, and Moon. Dynamics of the
Moon seismicity is not compared with processes on the Sun
especially with variations of “solar wind” and influence of
solar electromagnetic disturbances. On the electromagnetic
transducers of seismostations on the Moon there is no rating
scale for estimation of electromagnetic influence and all the
more of ULF EMP. A lot of mysteries were found in
gravitational field of the Moon, there were discovered
positive gravitational anomalies on the surface in the regions of “seas”, where negative anomalies were expected.
Such distortion of gravitation proves the presence of
ULF EMP as during movement of the Moon around the
Earth and around the Sun together with the Earth as during ULF EMP convectional processes inside the Moon
and their interaction.
In this case influence of helio-factor may occur in a
chain: Sun activity – interplanetary matter and fields –
circumterrestrial space, atmosphere and ocean – lithosphere and the Earth in general. Seismotectonic processes
in the crust of earth may influence microelectronic systems just like space because they are accompanied in frequencies and intensities broad band by variations of electric, electromagnetic fields, currents as well as radiation
environment and possibly neutral background.
At the same time rate speeds of different planets and
the Sun must coincide with harmonics of ULF EMP radiated by the Earth or other planets and influence processes
in the atmosphere and on the surface of earth and that
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originates resonant circuit of point-source character. At
the time of the earthquakes everything is analogues. In
this case ULF EMP frequencies of convectional current
are coincident with the aforesaid frequency of resonance
or deviation frequencies of the planetary character.
That is why forecasts of earthquakes are usually failed.
Obviously, wrong predictors are chosen for the forecast.
There were discovered cyclicities of electric field intensity connected with thunderstorms equal to about 12,24 hours
as well as 27 days and 11 years.
Using some imagination, it is possible to imagine current
streams of the air as “stator” windings which are influenced
by ionized flows of solar wind that regulate rotation of the
Earth around axes. During emitting from the insides of the
Earth of streams of H+, as it were aforesaid, they penetrate
through the atmosphere and create increased ionized “sail”
of the Earth. Streams of the solar wind may also increase or
decrease the speed of the Earth’s movement around the Sun.
As it were aforesaid, in accordance with picture 30, currents I1 и I2 can compensate each other but in case of a certain conditions this compensation do not exist while taking
to into account the ULF EMP of these currents and that will
lead to tension: in the sea and air may occur fluidic events,
tornados, and typhoons, on the earth may originate earthquakes or decrease (increase) of streams of magma speed.
Further, we shall set our attention on electric systems of
the Earth both in the interior and outside.
Many authors describe that convectional processes of
scorching metals distinguished like magma revolve to the
direction of the Earth’s rotation generating that are equal to:
Coriolis powers
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FCoriolis  1,45 10 4 sin  c 1 ,
where φ – latitude.
On the border of two layers in the mantle there may originate electric charges which as solenoids generate magnetic
fields.
Solidity of the charge ρe and solidity of current j are calculated:

 e  lim

1
V

1
V 0 V

j  lim

 e ,
a

 e  u .

As the result the field of axial dipole observed on the surface of the Earth, B= 0,5 ∙ 10−4 T and the field on the border
nuclei-mantle 3 ÷ 5 ∙ 10−4 T.
Quantity of magnetic induction β is equal

  0  H ,
where μ0 – magnetic constant equal 1,257 ∙ 10−6 B ∙ c / A ∙
M/.
There’s observed a correlation between frequency inversions of magnetic field and intensity of magmatism. Frequency
inversions of magnetic field obviously connected with often
variation of the number of cavitational processes inside convectional streams of two types: now there are more cavitational
processes connected with the influence of Coriolis powers on
horizontal stream, and then there are more cavitational processes in the region of mantle vortexes.
Total value of magnetic induction of these magma streams
may slightly differs. Though the theory of “magnetic dynamo”
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is well-known for a long time, it may be under certain conditions considered as really effective.
During movement of space objects created on the Earth in a
distant space at the moment of correcting of their axes and “acceleration” are used not gravitational characteristics of the
planets, but electric charge between this planet and artificial
objects as long as similarly to processes occurring on the Earth,
there are analogous processes connected with pulsation of
these electrostatic fields in ULF EMP range.
Electric systems that are planets having natural satellite
suppose complex harmonic structure of combination of
electrostatic fields of each of them.
Since many cycles of a person depends on rotation period of the Moon around Earth, i.e. ULF EMP of the
Moon, then it’s possible to assume that influence of these
radiations on organism of all flesh is considerable and
overcome earth ULF EMP and, theoretically, on the basis
of this the germ of life happened on the Moon at first and
then passed on the Earth.
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Chapter 9.

About future

Let us explain the aforesaid.
It’s possible that transformation of the earth surface was
caused by two main reasons.
First one is the influence of ULF EMP whose powerful
stream could originate break through crust of earth somewhere in the region of Pacific Ocean and transfer strong
impulse to the Earth core and adjoining structures: its energy caused heating of nuclear mass and gases inside of it
which caused extension of the Earth diameter by broadening. It was described hereinbefore.
Second one is preparation of the Earth for habitation of
people as well as bioorganic civilization presumably by aliens from the Mars who inhabited the Moon and knowing
the destiny of the Mars worked at the problem of the Earth
and its atmosphere trying to create on the Earth conditions
available for existing of different life forms. Maybe it was
necessary to determine speeds of rotation of Mars around the
Earth and its axes.
It’s possible to fantasize and assume that before Mars
these aliens lived on the planet whose orbit is now occupied
by asteroids. Theoretically, she also was “wrong”. As for us,
earthmen, on the premises of this logic, in prospect we
should “prepare” for habitance the next planet, for example
Venus that is also related to “wrong” planets. Obviously, absence of cavitational process of magma movement inside the
Venus as well as low level of energy radiated by the Venus
due to its rotation around its axes caused by the absence of
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magnetic field and lowering of gravitational characteristics
of its field, and it allow the atmosphere revolving independent of the planet itself.
Regarding geophysical history of the Earth, at first it’s
necessary to fix on most considerable stages of this history
which may be regarded with some more or less considerable
probability on the basis of consequences reflected in the today’s state of the Earth.
As many researcher try to demonstrate, continents on the
Earth contacted with each other before, and it reflected in
their identical shape: South Amerca and Africa, Asia and
Africa and so on.
Hypothesis about drifting continents took place in their
present condition when depth of crust under the continents
in several times exceeds the depth of crust in oceans. The
simple modeling on materials taking into account continents
massif during rotation of the earth around axes make it clear
that their drifting has tendencies connected exactly with difference of depth of continents crust structure and deepseated rocks of seas and oceans. Therefore, the theory that
continents was somewhere in the world ocean together and
then separated progressively has no real ground. It was also
described hereinbefore.
Structure of oceanic formations and their dynamics allow
speaking about “closest” interaction of different planets
ULF EMP and cavitational streams of magma and melted
metals and gases. Closeness of these streams to the surface and the fact that water is not an obstacle for ULF
EMP allow them interacting (its necessary to take into
consideration low-frequency waves of streams and cavita158

tions deep inside the ocean) and bring to processes called
cataclysms.
One of the objection against relatively recent origination
of the Moon includes the fact that moon formation ages 4,6
billion years. However, if these formations were removed
from the surface of the Earth, their age may be considered to
be the indicator of the age of the Earth formations. On the
other hand, the evidence of continuing own tectonic history
of the Moon is the results of age determination of formations
taken on places of landing of expedition “Apollo-14, -16, 17”, “Moon-16”, as well as in the region of Copernicus
crater widely separated from each other. These detections
gave value from 2 to 850 billion years.
It may be indirectly confirmed by studying chrono-cycles
of organism which are close to 27,3 hours, though many
people adjust them to natural days. That means that rotation period of the Moon around its axes is equal to 27,3
natural days (synodic period is equal to 29,5 natural
days). The Moon revolves around the earth at the same
direction as the earth rotates around the Sun. It should be
especially noted, that attraction of the Moon to the Earth
in two time stronger than the Earth’ one. Though the
Moon stays on the orbit of the Earth and this fact may
only be explained under the offered theory of ULF EMP
resonance. Such confirmation of moon life of people are
considered to be women’s cycles connected with the birth
of children (9-months’ moon cycle).
The duration of lives of patriarchs under the Bible whose
age was estimated as more than 900 years may be considered an atavism of migrants from the Moon. The double
point of view occurs; either Earth in that period revolved in
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10 times faster, or year measured in accordance with the
Moon and was equal to one moon month as aforesaid.
Proceeding the idea about planets and stars energy,
there should be mentioned the fact that during radiation
of ULF EMP and EMP in general in wide frequency
range, they loose their energy, especially stars, because
they, in our case it’s the Sun, support the response rate of
the World around them (planets and stars) that allows to
speak with some accuracy about red shift of star spectrum
and there appears an illusion of recession of stars noted by
Hubble.
Transfer of any planet inside the Solar system from
one orbit to another is connected with the lost (or conversely acquisition) of energy under some circumstances
that may lead to deregulation of the Solar system and the
explosion of our star –Sun as well as the planet itself.
Obviously, the same happened with the planet between
Jupiter and Mars which was replaced by asteroids.
As aforesaid, it preserves its shape and atmosphere
using the radiation of ULF EMP of the Sun. In its turn
planets retain their atmospheres by means of solid streams
of ULF EMP as from the Sun as from their own radiations
and also other planets of the Solar system led to electrostatic phenomena. It’s necessary to mention that ULF
EMP have maximum ability to penetrate through space,
solid objects, water, and other obstacles of all range of
EMP. It’s necessary to note the possibility of using of
electric charges in the atmosphere – thunders- as well as
ULF EMP for purposes of purchasing of cheap electricity
by means of resonance-planetary circuit on the Earth. This
energy circuit must use induced energy, or example the
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energy of Earth rotation around its axes or rotation of the
Moon around the earth and etc.
Calculation of previously mentioned energy systems
must be made with account of frequency deviations of
planet-radiators and harmonic components of their spectrum.
The construction of focusing lenses for ULF EMP assumed for use is possible before the antenna assemblies.
It appears that obtaining and using of this energy experiments are still in future.
The only thing that may stop in this project is that using of the energy of earth rotation around its axes may
“brake” rotation speed and cause “adjusting” by feedback
the nonauthorized solar flares. In case there will be no
such reaction during the active use of such energy, the
disastrous effects may be caused both for terrestrial life
and for the planet Earth itself.
In addition to the aforesaid, there may be developed
resonance plasma engines for space flights using ULF
EMP energy of planetary systems and stars for spatial
movement.
We would specifically fix on the consequences that
may arise for humans in case of ULF EMP frequencies
changing because of “electronic skeleton” of a person,
his receptor system is opened for electromagnetic radiations especially in the moment of transient processes of
part ULF EMP shifting in small range.
During realization of space flights and also of long
plane flights with intersection of big quantity of time
zones and power lines of magnetic fields of the Earth, in
human organism, in addition to rhythm disturbance in the
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functioning of organism systems, the accumulation of
electric potential on cellular and organ level generates,
i.e. occurring the “physiotherapeutic procedure” for the
whole body of the passenger and it lead to state of lingering postflight adaptation caused by “trace character” of
experienced influence.
“Trace character” after the physical influence may be
expressed in the form of initiated reorganization mechanisms of nerve bio-tissues, electro-optical and electrolytic processes, anti-influence changes and may lasts for a
long period of time from several days to several months.
Considering sensitiveness of human organism systems, his receptors and cellular structures to transformation of magnetic field of the Earth, and as is known
only its transformation within the borders of 50-70 NT is
considered to be normal, and in case of wide range of
changes it causes disfunction of electric systems such as
cardiovascular and central nervous system (CNS), its
necessary to create special conditions excluding growth
of value of physical influence generated by magnetic
power lines for astronauts in a space ship or plane passengers.
On the basis of the value of magnetic field of the Earth
on high about 10 km or 300 km (here variants of the flight
elevation are offered) we may calculate “dose” of received
electromagnetic radiations and compensate crossed power
lines of magnetic fields by special means during flights, it
will be discussed hereunder.
For compensation of such influence on human organism
during the flight on the plane or spaceship it is necessary either shield cabin or space capsule, or generate electromag162

netic field with opposite to electromagnetic field of the Earth
effect during the flight. It displayed schematically on the
picture.
During this compensation generator of EMP generates
running EMP in the ultralow-frequency (ULF) range directed along the direction of the object in which humans
exist.
Motion speed of the Object (plane or space
ship)Vo
Generation of the ULF EMP field subject to the speed Vo

Cabin or space capsule

Direction of the artificial
ULF EMP
Passenger (astronaut)

Radiators of electromagnetic
field placed in series

Compensation generator
UN (CG)
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Fig. Scheme of the system of compensation effects on the
passenger
Compensation generator (CG) radiators may be constitutively made in toroidal-shape scheme, i.e. placed in series toroid
sources of EMP skirting a human placed in upholstery of the
plane or space ship. Besides CG should take into account
speed Vo and flight level of the object – plane or spaceship
and directed motion - against of the Earth rotation or at the
angle to power lines of magnetic field. During calculation of
acceptable speed and height of the flight possible resonances
at time of drawing near to ULF EMP, object to moon ULF
EMP, ULF EMP of earth magnetic field, ULF EMP of rotation of the Earth around axes and Sun as well as to the main
harmonics of these radiations must be excluded.
As long as a person enjoys radiating characteristics of
electromagnetic field and his brain and organism systems
radiate frequencies in the low-frequency range, it should be
assumed that existence of a person in our World is connected with the fact that these radiated frequencies appear to be
the standard for stabilization of all planets and stars of the
Universe movement. It was described hereinbefore in details.
Such method of approaching explains origination of living
organisms including human which rapidly accommodate to
changes of the environment and also may be easily controlled from without, i.e. receive signals of systematic perturbations from space.
Human mobility, his instinct of self-preservation, and
his abilities grow rapidly at the event of discovering of the
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material world that is “allowed” to be discovered by him at
the proper time.
As long as aforesaid, only insignificant part of human
brain is used for operative and intellectual activities and the
rest part perhaps determines in averaged value the stabilization of all ULF EMP frequencies in our World.
Further, there is offered the conditional scheme of electromagnetic pulse circulation in the Universe (refer to Attachment).
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Attachment

Scheme of
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) circulation
in the Universe

EMP of other
Worlds

Conditionally
initial EMP

1
Universe

Plasma (protoparticles, particles)

2
1

Atoms,
molecula
H+, H2, He

0
1

3

1

Scheme of existing of the Universe stabilization (including the
Solar system)

Human

8

Substance
(Mixture of different atoms)

4
7

Movement of the substance and its components
(planets, stars, and etc.)

5
6

EMP of different
frequencies (including
ultralow particles)
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9

EMP
radiated
to other
Worlds

Explanations to the scheme of EMP
circulation in the Universe
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

- given bond characterizes transformation of electromagnetic field
of “initial of everything” and origination of plasma formations in
the Universe consisting of proto-particles, particles, and etc.
- this bond determines origination of chaos of particles, atoms, and
molecules;
- third bond determines origination of substance (elements) which
constitute planets (Earth type), stars (Sun type), and other structural units of the Universe;
- forth bond demonstrates the substance movement as the basis of
the Universe;
- fifth bond gives opportunity to reflect origination of EMP of different frequencies during movement of substance including ultralow ones.
- sixth bond shows the influence of all spectrum of frequencies on
human organism;
- seventh bond shows the role of human brain as regulator of
“combined” movement of the substance (planets, stars, and etc.);
- eighth bond shows the possibility of substance combination influence on human organism;
- ninth bond shows the possibility of regulation of the substance
movement by means of ULF EMP and their harmonic coordination relative to each other;
- tenth bond demonstrates the possibility of plasma cluster generation by means of ULF EMP ;
- this bond demonstrates the possibility of potential influence of
H+, H2, and He and other atoms and molecules on acceleration or
slowing down of the substance movement (for example, stream of
H+ to the Sun and etc.).

It is necessary to show the described in this writing capacity of the Universe as to receive EMP of different frequency ranges so as to generate it outside represented on the scheme by arrow signs “incoming” and “outgoing”.
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Conclusion
Apparently, mythophisical basis of sciences about the
Earth and Universe nevertheless prevail over checked and
clearly defined theories explaining everything from atom
to universe scales with interpenetration and explaining the
necessity of their existence for each other.
At the present writing “Basics of the electromagnetic
physics” was made an attempt to explain of the Occurred
and Occurring from the point of view of fundamental bases
of all the “circulation” of electromagnetic pulse (EMP) as
basis of construction of the Universe including ultralow frequencies (ULF EMP) which are still not studied. Its study
and practical application may give a powerful source of energy for the humankind in case of building of ULF EMP
generators.
These days power economy aims came to the fore for
our World and nuclear and oil resources are not everlasting. Even such problem as space flights with modern attitude to power economy and speed characteristics of
spaceships can’t be resolved by those physical methods
which humankind obtains at the very moment. Whereas
we imagine that a human is in for opening up and preparing of migration to the Venus and then for migrating, thus,
under the principle of intellectual life existence from
Phaeton (destroyed planet between Jupiter and Mars) to
Mars, moon-Earth and at last to Venus, the necessity of
new types of energy searching emerges before human beings.
The role of a human in stabilization of the Universe
structure is not widely described in this book. But the at168

tempt to explain the existence of living flesh in connection
with everything we consider to be inanimate as well as
harmonic structure of the Universe at whole (through
EMP) may be seen actual and more understandable though
it requires a certain piece of imagination.
Then, I inform you for a second time, that there are no
references on certain authors, though list of writings used
for the book is enclosed because this writing is more likely philosophical.
Thereafter, the author tried avoiding paltry explanations of every offered idea which requires further study
and more strict science reasoning, and if there are some
uncertainties, the author asks for indulgence and
kindhearted forgiveness.
The author asks to send comments concerning the book
by e-mail:
beliki1@mail.ru
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